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THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS—AN HISTOR-
ICAL INQUIRY.

BY THE REV. JOSEPH C. ALLEN.

WHAT occurred, after the death of Jesus, to g:ive rise to all

the New Testament stories of His resurrection? The prob-

lem is tremendously complicated, and no answer has yet been given

that has satisfied the majority of those students even that are able

to put aside theological presuppositions and the real or supposed in-

terests of religious faith.

In passing, it is worth while, however, to point out that the

question of the immortality of the human soul is not at all involved

in this historical problem. If a human body became alive again

after it had been dead three days, that would have no bearing on

the immortality of the soul. If such a thing should occur quite a

number of times, it would be evidence that the immortality of the

body is a possible achievement for the race. But if it occurred only

once in human history, it would indicate only that the body con-

cerned was dififerent from that of all other men. In neither case

would physical resurrection have any bearing on the immortalitv

of the soul. Nor would it, in case the resurrection were a solitary

occurrence in all history, prove anything as to the soul or personal-

ity of the possessor of such a body. The divinity or deity of Jesus

is not proved by his rising from the grave, nor is it disproved if

the resurrection be refuted. No rational foundation of Christian

faith can be shaken by an unbiased enquiry into this historical prob-

lem. But it is complicated enough, when we have laid hopes and
fears aside, and are ready to consider it in the dry light of reason,

and with no purpose but to ascertain the actual fact.
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These stories of the resurrection of Jesus are so abundant that

we cannot brush them aside as baseless and inconsequential. They

are, however, at the same time so strange, and so contradictory one

of another, that we are compelled to regard most of them as far

from accurate, and all of them as somewhat suspicious. Did the

risen Jesus appear to the disciples in and near Jerusalem alone, as

Luke declares; or (except for the appearance to the women near

the grave) in Galilee alone, as Matthew states? Was the first ap-

pearance to Peter (I Cor. xv, 5, Lk. xxiv, 34, and by inference

from Mk. xvi, 7), to Mary Magdalene alone (Jn. xx, 14), or to

Mary Magdalene and "the other Mary" (Matt, xxviii, 9) ? Did He
forbid to be touched before He ascended into heaven (Jn. xx, 17) ?

or, before this ascension had taken place, did He invite the disci-

ples to handle Him (Lk. xxiv, 39; cf. 50 f.) ? Again, when did

Jesus ascend into heaven? Luke places this event on either the

evening following the resurrection, or possibly very early the next

morning. The same author, writing some years later, dates His

ascension forty days after His rising from the tomb (Acts i, 3 f.).

John's account of the appearance to Mary Magdalene, and of that

to the eleven eight days later, imply that Jesus has ascended to

heaven in the time intervening. No description of the ascension

is given anywhere but in Luke and Acts, and the appendix to Mark.

Mark's evidence is unfortunately lost, as we have not the genuine

ending of his gospel. Neither Matthew nor Paul mentions the as-

cension. Paul appears to think of the resurrection and ascension

as one and the same event, and to hold that Jesus either showed

Himself from heaven, or came down to earth occasionally to meet

His disciples.

Such glaring contradictions do not, however, indicate that the

stories are baseless. On the contrary, they are evidence that some-

thing startling occurred, and that those who saw it were so moved

by the experience that the)- were not able to remember and report

it accurately.

And not only these contradictions, but the great volume of the

testimony to the resurrection of Jesus, is evidence of some startling

and definite fact or experience. Paul had spent fifteen days with

Peter (Gal. i, 18). It is obviously, then, on Peter's authority that

he gives a list of the appearances of the risen Jesus (L Cor., xv.).

Among these appearances, he states, was one to "above five hundred

brethren at once, of whom," he says, "the greater part remain un-

til now, but some are fallen asleep." We can hardly doubt that this

particular statement of Paul is based on an actual experience of a
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large number of disciples at some assemblage, or that the experience

was of such a sort as to make them believe that they had either seen

Jesus with the physical eye, or felt in the mind His real presence.

This story of the appearance to the five hundred was a part of

the apostolic tradition. W'hy, then, is it not related in any of the

Gospels ? On the other hand, why is Paul silent about the empty

tomb, the appearance to Mary Magdalene, the exhibition by Jesus

of His wounds and His inviting the disciples to touch Him, and

lastly His eating and talking with them? Here is indicated a pro-

found difference of view between Paul and the evangelists. To
him the resurrection was spiritual—not a reanimation of the body.

Jesus, he says, "was seen" ( oycf) -q I. Cor. xv, 5) by Peter and others,

and lastly by himself. The word emphasizes the mental element,

and may be used with especial fitness of visions. It was, in fact, in

a vision that Paul had seen Jesus, and he evidently did not think it

necessary to distinguish between this vision and the other ap-

pearances that he summarizes. For to Paul's mind the body of

Jesus that was laid in the tomb did not come to life, and the mani-

festations were not material.

On the other hand, the writers at least of the Synoptic Gos-

pels believe that a physical resurrection took place ; and therefore

they are not interested in any appearance except such as indicated

this physical resurrection. John possibly held a different view

;

but if he did the Synoptic tradition was in his time so fixed that

he had to follow it in the main.

Paul, then, and the Gospels are not radically inconsistent in

their accounts. Each selected such appearances as bore out the

one or the other theory of the resurrection. Some at least of the

appearances Paul enumerates v/ere actual experiences, whether or

not they correspond to any outward reality. Yet at the same time the

Gospel stories of the physical resurrection may be based on actual

occurrences.

A reanimation of the body is, however, too great a marvel to

be proved on the evidence before us. Some even of the Gospel

stories are really against it. For a human body cannot pass through

walls, to appear to the disciples "when the doors were shut" (Jn.

XX, 19 and 26; Lk. xxiv, 36 and 37), appear and disappear repeated-

ly without regard to physical conditions, and finally rise from earth

to the sky. Moreover, the silence of Paul as to the physical manifes-

tations is significant. He had visited Peter and received the Apos-

tolic tradition somewhere between fifteen and twenty years after the

event, while the memory of it was still fresh and many witnesses
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were still alive. The Apostolic tradition must at this time have been

a little uncertain as to a physical resurrection, or Paul could not

have been utterly silent on this point.

Uniting, then, the evidence of the Gospels with that of Paul, we

gather: First, that the disciples had such experiences as convinced

them that Jesus was still alive; secondly, that they thought they

had also some evidence of His bodily resurrection; but, thirdly,

that they were not absolutely sure that His body had been restored

to life.

What was the evidence that made them think Jesus had risen

bodily? Among the Gospel stories of the resurrection, one stands

in supreme and unique prominence, namely, the visit of the women

to the tomb, and their finding it to be open and empty. All the

Gospels, the uncanonical ones included, tell this story without se-

rious disagreement. It is the only resurrection story to which the

unanimous and consistent witness of the Gospels is given. In time

of occurrence this precedes all other Gospel stories connected with

the resurrection, save only Matthew's tale of the watch at the tomb.

In all the others of these stories, the women's discovery is presup-

posed. To all of them it might give a natural occasion. The re-

port of the empty tomb might give rise to the rumor that Jesus

had come to life and walked bodily out of His grave. From this

might grow other rumors of His being seen and touched, and of

His eating with some of the disciples. These rumors would seem

all the more likely when visions of Jesus had actually been expe-

rienced. But, on the other hand, none other of the Gospel stories,

nor all of the visions, could give rise and general credence to the

report that certain women had gone to the tomb on Sunday morn-

ing and found it to be empty.

A certain detail of this story of the women deserves more at-

tention than is usually given to it. Mark relates (xvi, 5 f.) that,

"entering into the tomb they saw a young man sitting on the right

side, arrayed in a white robe ; and they were amazed." Matthew

also writes of the angel, but tells of his being seen outside instead

of within the tomb, and of his rolling away the stone door and sit-

ting upon it (xxviii, 2 f.). Evidently these are variants of the same

story, and Mark's version is the more primitive. Matthew has also

a story of an appearance of Jesus to the women on their flight from

the tomb (xxviii, 9. 10). The original ending of Mark probably

did not contain a record of this meeting. For the abrupt ending

of verse 8, "And they went out and fled from the tomb; for

trembling and astonishment had come upon them ; and they were
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afraid ," indicates that the writer has finished telHng what they

saw. Luke, moreover, tells nothing of this appearance to the

women. But John (xx, ii f.) comes to the support of Matthew in

this particular.

Luke's version of the sight of angels at the tomb may throw

light on Matthew's story of the appearance of Jesus to the women.

He relates (xxiv 3 f.) that after they had entered the tomb and

found that the body of Jesus was not there, "behold, two men stood

by them in dazzling apparel." These were evidently angels ; and

apparently they were seen by the women inside the tomb. John

also relates that two angels were seen in the sepulcher (xx, 11 f.).

Now if an early, or perhaps the original, form of this story of the

women's experience at the tomb, told of two angels being seen

there, it might easily be transformed into the report that one angel

and Jesus himself had been seen. But if the women had seen only

the one angel, it is not easy to account for the report of two. Fur-

thermore, (and this is a stronger point,) if they had seen anything

resembling one angel alone, the story would have been quickly

transformed to the efifect that they had actually beheld, not an

angel, but Jesus himself. Or if the story of the vision of a single

angel were not based on an actual experience, it would just as

quickly be transformed. Nothing but the point that two angels

were seen, instead of one alone, could keep the story from chang-

ing to the effect that Jesus himself was seen.

On the other hand, we cannot think of this incident of the pres-

ence of two angels as an imaginative addition to the story of the

empty tomb. If it were mythical, it would not speak of two. but

only of one. The women must have actually seen what appeared

to them to be two men or angels in white garments. This carries

with it the necessary inference that the whole story of the visit to

the tomb is in the main true.

The seeing of the angels at the tomb evidently made a deep im-

pression on the disciples. All four of the canonical Gospels record

it. John, moreover, seems bent on explaining it away. Angels are

so seldom mentioned by this writer, and, when mentioned, referred

to in so noncommital a way that it is doubtful whether he believes

in them. He relates, in substantial accord with Luke, that Mary

Magdalene, looking into the tomb, beheld two angels in white. (But

he informs us (xx, 3 f.) that a little while before this, Peter and

"the disciple whom Jesus loved" had gone into the tomb and seen

on one side the linen cloths in which the body had been swathed, and.

rolled up in a place apart, the napkin that had been upon the head.
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The thought naturally suggests itself, that this was the cause why
Mary Magdalene saw the two angels ; and the writer seems to have

had this thought in mind in telling of Peter's discovery. But be-

side this purpose to discount a miracle that seemed to him gross and

meaningless, there is also here an effort to discredit the tradition

that Peter had been the first to see the risen Jesus. For, accord-

ing to the Fourth Gospel, it was not Jesus, but only the grave-

clothes Peter was permitted to be first to see.

The attempt of the writer of the Fourth Gospel to rationalize

the story of the angels at the tomb, is an indication that it was in

his day a tradition so well established that he could not afford to

ignore it.

The influence of this tradition is seen in one or perhaps two

stories that relate to other occasions. The account of the ascension

given in Acts (i, 9 f.) tells that, "while they were looking steadfastly

into heaven as he went, behold, two men stood by them in white ap-

parel ; which also said. Ye men of Galilee " etc. This is a close

parallel to Matthew's, Mark's, and especially to Luke's story of the

angels at the tomb. Compare, for example, Lk. xxiv, 4. Note also

the reference to Galilee, which is given besides in Mk. xvi, 7, Matt,

xxviii, 7, 10. and Lk. xxiv, 6. This story of the two angels present

at the ascension, is evidently a reminiscence of the other story about

the two angels at the tomb.

The tradition of the transfiguration (Mk. ix, 2 f. Mt. xvii, i f.

and Lk. ix, 28 f.) may also have been influenced from the same

source. Here also are the dazzling white garments, and the two per-

sonages from a supernatural sphere. Note, too, that according to

Luke these two persons talked with Jesus "of His decease which He
was to accomplish at Jerusalem." Finally, note that according to

Mark and Matthew, Jesus commanded the three disciples that were

with Him at the time, to keep silence respecting this thing until after

His resurrection.

It has already been argued that the story of the angels must be

historic, because otherwise it could not have kept its peculiar form.

This conclusion is re-enforced by the consideration that the tradi-

tion of these angels was so fixed and persistent, and was potent to

create the myth of the angels at the ascension, perhaps also to in-

fluence the story of the transfiguration.

Further proof of the authenticity of the women's story is found

in the influence it as a whole appears to have exerted. As has been

pointed out, the Gospel narratives of the resurrection are all pivoted

on this story. That is to say, if these stories are myths, they could
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not have arisen except on the basis of this report. The physical

manifestations of Jesus, the proofs that He carried His natural

body with Him, presuppose the empty tomb.

And, further, even the evidence that Paul summarizes also

presupposes a physical resurrection, and consequently an empty

tomb. Paul himself, as has been pointed out. did not believe in a

physical resurrection. But unless the resurrection of Jesus was

physical, it becomes so indefinite and indeterminable, that it cannot

be identified for historical enquiry, and consequently cannot be clas-

sified as fact or fiction. Take away the defining concept of physical

reanimation, and the resurrection from a thinkable historical occur-

rence dissipates into a series of visions, with no necessary connec-

tion and no definite and unalterable relation to an objective reahty;

or on the other hand it may lose itself in the general idea of personal

immortality, or of living in human hearts as an influence.

To such a disintegration of the belief in the resurrection of

Jesus, Paul himself was a witness and, though he did not know it,

an unwilling contributor. He for his part went so far as to reject

belief in a strictly physical resurrection (I. Cor. xv, 50). However,

he held to the rising of a "spiritual body" resembling the natural

one, but not the same, and free of all grossness (I. Cor. xv, 35 f.).

This conception is necessarily vague and unstable ; and it is ob-

viously a modification of the idea of a physical resurrection. It is

not surprising, then, that some of the followers of Paul took more

advanced ground, and denied any sort of resurrection (I. Cor. xv,

12 f.). We must not infer that they doubted or denied the immor-

tality of the soul. They were Greeks, and could conceive of the

soul as something utterly distinct from the body. But Paul, with

his Jewish training, could not go so far; and so an utter denial of

the resurrection meant to him a denial of personal immortality. Such

a fear we cannot share ; but the point is well taken when he de-

clares, "For if the dead are not raised, neither hath Christ been

raised." The immortality of the spirit of J^^sus is not disturbed by

doubts of a physical resurrection. But His resurrection as a his-

torical fact was unsettled by Paul's spiritualizing tendencies, and

constructively denied by some of his followers.

The visions Paul enumerates could not of themselves alone be

of great historical significance. Seeing dead men in visions was

never a verv rare occurrence. These visions might perhaps be sub-

jective; but probably in an unscientific age they would be accepted

without much question as evidence of the immortality of the person

so seen. Such appearances, however, if they occurred at different
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times for a month or a year, or possibly for several years, could not,

even to an unscientific and susceptible mind, lead to the conclusion

that a resurrection had taken place on a certain day. But given

beforehand a report of such a resurrection, and these visions might

confirm people in the belief that it had actually occurred.

But suppose these visions, or most of them, occurred on the

same day—the third after the death of Jesus? In that case there

must have been some occasion for their occurrence at that par-

ticular time. And that occasion could hardly be anything else than

a report then received, that Jesus had risen from the grave. But

even in that case it is difficult to believe that the visions would be

confined to that day alone.

Accepting, then, as historical, these visions or most of them,

that are mentioned by Paul, we must think that they were partly,

at least, occasioned by the report of the women's experience at the

tomb. This story would set the disciples in an attitude of expect-

ancy and emotional tension very favorable to visions. Some dif-

ficulty appears, however, from the record of Mark. He declares

that the women, after they had been to the tomb, "said nothing to

any one." This may mean one of two things. First, that they did

not immediately report what they had seen. If this is the meaning,

there is no difficulty. It is easy to imagine that the women, "seized

with trembling and astonishment," kept silent regarding the sight

until their awe had somewhat abated. Prudence, too, may have dic-

tated silence until they were safely out of Judea. It is possible, also,

that Peter, suspecting they had something interesting to tell, ques-

tioned them until he obtained their secret.

Secondly, however, the meaning may be, that the women had

carefully kept this a secret for years, until the writer of Mark, or

of Mark's written source, obtained it as new or perhaps private in-

formation. In that case Mark must have had some particular

reason for this explanation. We might conjecture that his purpose

was to allay the wonder and suspicions of disciples that would ask,

"How is it we never heard this story before?" But it is not likely

the disciples would examine very curiously into such a story, or

receive it with suspicion, even if it were not known until a genera-

tion after the event. They would gladly accept without question

any tale of the resurrection that was not wildly improbable. We
must seek another reason for Mark's explanation. It may have been

felt that this evidence of the women was, after all, a weak point, and

would weaken the whole story, not indeed in the eyes of the believ-

ers, but of unbelievers. Perhaps the disciples had already found this
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in their efforts to convince others of the fact of the resurrection.

Mark then may have wished to answer the charge already made, or

to avoid its being- made in the future, that all this story of the resur-

rection grew out of the report of two excitable women, respecting

something they had seen at a tomb "very early in the morning." We
can, then, imagine Mark to be saying in effect, "No, this story of

the resurrection could not have begun with the women ; for, until

quite recently, they have been silent respecting what they saw." If

such a purpose was behind Mark's statement that the women "said

nothing to any one," we need not question his honesty, but may
think it likely that the wish was father to the thought. On the other

hand it is very unlikely that the women would keep the story strictly

to themselves for any long period of time.

The story of the women is not improbable on either historical

or scientific grounds. As Jesus was crucified on Friday, it was

natural that the women should defer their return to Galilee until

after the Sabbath. It was natural, too, that before beginning their

trip homeward, they should go to see the place where Jesus had

been buried. The tomb may have been opened over night. The

body may have been removed just after the Sabbath to some other

resting place. If this was done, it was probably done by order of

the owner of the tomb. A reason for haste might be found in the

fear that decomposition would set in, so that soon the removal of

the body would be offensive. In the warm climate of Judea a dead

body would soon show signs of decay. As to the appearance of the

angels, two living men may have been in the tomb at this time. They

may have returned for some purpose after removing the body. Per-

haps they were talking together, and the women heard something

about Galileans. This would be natural, since Jesus and His dis-

ciples were Galileans. The women, finding that the tomb was open

and the body of Jesus was not inside, but seeing instead the two

living men and hearing them speak—and all this in the dimness of

early dawn—would naturally run away in great fear, instead of

tarrying to make a careful investigation. The garments of the men
may have appeared preternaturally white against the shadows of the

tomb, so that the women would think they had seen angels. The

men may have said to them that the body was not in that tomb.

The imagination of the women would quickly add to the words,

"He is not here," the further words, "He is risen." As they had over-

heard some remark about Galileans they would interpret it, "He
goeth before you into Galilee," or else, "He told you in Galilee."

We may vary the conjectures. It may be that the men were
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not at this time in the tomb, and that the voice was not heard but

imagined. Certain grave-clothes may have been left when the

body was removed. In the dim light of early dawn, the women
may have taken these grave-clothes for living persons. Again, it

is possible that the body had not been removed, but that the men
were in the tomb for that purpose, at the time the women made

their visit. Finding the tomb to be open, and seeing what seemed

to be angels within, they concluded that Jesus had come to life and

walked away. Finally, we may conjecture that the body was not

at this time or ever afterward removed from the tomb. But the

great stone door may have been hastily and carelessly rolled against

the entrance, leaving an aperture through which one could look

within. Some grave-clothes may have been left beside the body, as

there had not been time for proper burial before the Sabbath. The

women may have been ignorant of these circumstances. When
they came to the sepulcher, they would marvel at seeing that the

stone was not quite in its place. When they peered within, they

could not make out the body in the dim light, but could see the

grave-clothes, and thought they were looking at angels. There is,

in short, a variety of not unlikely conjectures that can be made.

The essential and trustworthy parts of the story are as follows

:

The women came to the tomb early in the morning. The stone was

not in place. They looked in (perhaps hastily) but did not see the

body. They did see two white objects that they took to be men or

angels.

Naturally the women would think, from the presence of the

angels, that something supernatural had taken place. The displace-

ment of the stone they would attribute to the work of these angels.

The fact that the body was not seen, would make them think Jesus

had come back to life, with the assistance of these angels, and had

walked out of the sepulcher. When they told the disciples the

things they had seen and surmised, their story would cause great

excitement, and in this excitement visions would easily be expe-

rienced. The first of these visions, we may well believe, was ex-

perienced, as Paul states, by Peter.

It may be well, at this point, to show that it is altogether un-

likely that Peter, or any of the apostles, could have been concerned

in the removal of the body, if it was really removed, or in any way

parties to a fraud or deception. In the first place, they were too

much dismayed by the death of their Master to think of any such

scheme. But chiefly it must be urged, if they knew the faith of the

early church to be based on a fraud, they would not have been wil-
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ling to die for it. It is impossible to think these apostles were any-

thing but sincere. So if the body was removed, this must have been

done by order of the owner of the tomb, and the apostles must have

remained in ignorance of the fact. The story of the Fourth Gospel

about Peter and the beloved disciple going to the tomb after the

report of the women, and carefully inspecting the place, is highly

improbable. The disciples were probably at this time well on their

way back to Galilee. But if Peter and John did inspect the tomb

and ascertain its true condition, it would be their duty to enquire

whether human hands in fact removed the body. Or, at least,

what they had seen ought to have been made public, and become a

part of the apostolic tradition. But the absence of any account of

this in the Synoptics (Lk. xxiv, 12 is an interpolation), shows that

it was not a part of the apostolic tradition.

We have, then, in this visit of the women to the tomb, the true

historic basis for the Gospel stories of the resurrection. There was.

however, at least one other factor that contributed to the forma-

tion of these stories—namely, the visions that our Gospels have

omitted to mention, but Paul has enumerated. The story of the

women would probably not have brought about this general belief

in the resurrection of Jesus, without the help of these visions. It

is true, on the other hand, that these visions must have been largely

occasioned by the story of the women. But that is not to say that

the visions were caused only by the excitement due to this story.

What spiritual cause they may also have had, and whether they

were entirely subjective, or were real manifestations of the spirit

of Jesus, or revelations of His immortality, are questions that are,

for the present at least, beyond the reach of historical enquiry. By

these visions the disciples were at least convinced that their Master

was still alive. If, as it appears, because of the report of the women,

they also thought He had walked bodily from His tomb, it was a

rash conclusion, it is true, from such slender evidence, but at any

rate, only an incident to their conviction of the glorious immortality

that belonged first of all to Jesus, and then to His disciples.

Lastly, it is proper, even in a strictly historical enquiry, to

glance upon a certain poetic aspect of this story of the resurrection

of Jesus. Without doubt the belief of disciples, from the first cen-

tury until now, in the resurrection, has been based somewhat on

their own personal experiences. "Lo, I am with you always, even

unto the end of the world," are, according to Matthew, the last words

of the risen Jesus, before he disappeared forever from the eyes of

the disciples. The promise has been fulfilled from that day to this
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in the experiences of many believers, who feel the actual presence

of Christ in their hearts. This doubtless has made many feel that

the resurrection of Jesus is indeed a thing they know to be true.

And in this sense the resurrection is really true. For, beyond all

considerations of personal immortality, Jesus lives to-day, perhaps

as no other human personality, in the hearts of His followers.



THE WEAPONS AND TOOLS OF THE DOG.

BY WOODS HUTCHINSON, A.M., M.D.

THE main thing" a dog is built for is to carry about and "back

up" his teeth. If }'ou know the teeth you know the dog. He
is literally almost like the Cheshire Cat in "Alice in Wonderland,"

who could be built up again from his grin. And, indeed, this is true

of all sorts of animals. Their teeth will give you the best possible

key to the puzzle of their make-up. Look closely at any animal's

?:

TEETH OF THE DOG. {Coiiis famiUaris).

(Wiedersheim.)

teeth, or, if he be a bird, his beak, and if you know how to read

them, they will tell you at once what sort of an animal he is, and

even what kind of a body and legs or wings he has.

And if you will think a moment you will see why. An animal's

teeth are fitted, not only to eat his food, but to cut it up and catch

it as well.
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You can tell what kind of food an animal lives on. by a look at

his teeth, just as you can tell that you're going to have boiled eggs

for breakfast by seeing the egg-cups on the table.

If you lift a dog's upper lip, or get him to smile at you, you

will see that he has, right in front, six small, flat teeth and on each

side of these, above and below, two long, strong, spear-pointed

teeth, like curved ivory daggers.

If you have no dog. look at the first picture, but the real teeth

are best.

What can these big spear-shaped teeth be for? Certainly not

to clip, or crop, leaves and grass, or bite ofif bread and butter, or

crack nuts. There's only one thing they could be useful for and

that is to plunge into something and either tear it to pieces, or hang

GENERAL AND SIDE VIEW OF THE DOGS TEETH. (Chauveau.)

Notice number of teeth in each jaw, and small size of four front- or

prc-molars.

on like grim death. If we look at the way the upper pair of these

big teeth (which are called canine, or dog teeth, because they are so

large in all the dog family) drop down behind and outside of the

lower spikes, when the jaws close, locking them together like the

teeth on the jaws of a rat-trap, we shall see that to hold fast to the

throat of a deer, or the nose of a wild bull, or the hide of a badger,

is just what they are suited for. If they were simply for catching

little animals, like rabbits and squirrels, they would not need to be

so big and strong, or to interlock so beautifully. Then in those tre-

mendous battles which wild dogs and wolves have to fight, with one

another for food, or from jealousy at the mating season, or with

rival packs, these great, ivory daggers are deadly weapons. And as
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dogs work for a living with their teeth as we do with our brains and

our hands it is no wonder that thev are so big and beautiful.

Supposing that we had never seen a dog and were to come

across his skull somewhere, we should say at once, from the size of

the "dog-teeth," that those were the only important weapons he had.

And we should be quite right, for the dog has neither hoofs like the

horse, nor horns like a bull or goat, nor fists like a man.

Then, says someone at once: "Have these animals no canui^ teeth?"

Let us look at their jaws for a moment. Take the goat, for instance,

and we find at once a row of chisel-teeth in front and a row of big

grinding-teeth at the back of the mouth, but between the two a long

TEETH OF SHEEP. (Oz'is OficS.)

(Wiedersheim.)

Showing disappearance of upper incisors and incisor shape of

canine and gap between canine and premolars.

gap, not a trace of a canine, apparently, although if you count care-

fully, you will find what looks like a small, extra fourth chisel-tooth,

which is all that is left of it.

And here is his first cousin, the sheep, \vith exactly the same gap.

If you had never seen anything else of a goat but this skull, you

would be able to say at once that it defends itself with some other

weapon than its teeth, and all of you who have seen—or felt—

a

goat "butt" know what a formidable battering-ram it has in place of

canines.

In the horse's mouth you find the same gap, and here it is quite
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useful to us, as it is where the bit drops in when a bridle is put on.

If you have tried to put a bit in a dog's mouth to drive him to a toy

wagon you have found that there's no comfortable place for it to

rest. Perhaps some of you may think that this space was made for

the bit, or by wearing it constantly^ but that couldn't account for it,

for wild horses have it also. Indeed it was there long before there

was such a thing as a bit, or even a man to think of using one.

And again, our rule holds, for, as you all know, a horse's most

dangerous weapons are his hoofs, and especially his hind ones,

though a few very vicious horses will use their front hoofs like a

prize fighter, and tremendously hard they can hit, too. But it is

usually safe to walk right up to any ordinary horse in front, though

never behind unless you know him fairly well. However, horses do

bite sometimes with their front chisel-teeth, as we shall see when

we come to look at them, and, to prevent your getting a partly wrong

idea, I must tell you that in full-grown horses two small but very

sharp canine teeth do grow up in this gap. (But here again they are

according to rule, for they come just when they are needed by the

horse to fight off other horses, wolves or panthers, from his herd of

mares and colts, and the bite of an angry stallion is one of the most

dangerous injuries in the world.

In fact you will make up your minds from looking at these jaws

that the goat, the sheep and the horse, eating no meat, hence needing

no tearing teeth, and having other weapons to fight with, have prac-

tically lost their canines, while the dog, doing both these things with

his teeth alone, has kept and improved his, and we shall see this still

more clearly when we look at our own teeth. Turn to a looking-

glass, smile broadly,- and what do you see? Ivory daggers sticking

up three-quarters of an inch above the other teeth? A gap between

front and back teeth? Neither one, but if you look closely just at

the corners of the mouth above and below, you will see four strong,

spear-shaped, blunt-pointed teeth, the points of which may perhaps

just stick up above the other teeth far enough to be seen. These are

our dog-teeth, and by putting them alongside of the other skulls you

have seen, you can soon puzzle out why they are so much smaller

than the dog's and yet haven't gone the way of the goat's and the

sheep's. When we go to war we fight with weapons held in our

hands—swords, spears, guns, and have done ever since our savage

forefathers learned to swing a club or throw a stone or dart, so that

we no longer need great canine teeth to fight with, but we still eat

meat, and hence need small ones to tear it with. If you find it hard

to believe that they were ever big enough to fight with, just pass your
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finger up under your upper lip from the root of one of them and

feel the great ridge which runs upward almost to the floor of the

nose and which indeed can be felt on the face through the lip.

This is made by the great, powerful root, almost twice the size

of the part of the tooth that standi above the gum, which shows that

our tooth-spear had once a much longer head than it has now. From
its running up so far towards the eye, has arisen its common name

of "eye-tooth," though it has, of course, nothing whatever to do with

the sight. Although we have long ago forgotten that we had ever

used our teeth to fight with, yet if 3'OU will stand before the glass

and try to look very scornful and angry, you will see your upper lip

curl up just like the dog's when he growls or snarls. And it curls

up precisely at the point where it will show the canine tooth to best

advantage, so that the "lip of scorn" or the sneer is really a threat

of attack, by half drawing your weapon from its sheath.

FRONT VIEW OF THE INCISORS AND CANINE TEETH IN A YEAR-OLD

DOG. (Chauveau.)

Though we never think of biting any one we dislike nowadays,

yet when we sneer we make a face just as if we were going to. So

hard is it for our muscles to forget old habits.

Now that we have seen that the big "spear-teeth" of the dog are

not only the largest but the most useful and important of all, let us

look at the others. Here are a row of little ones across the front of

the mouth which are quite dififerent from the canines. Instead of

being .round and pointed, they are flat in front and behind, running

up to a sharp cutting edge, like a notched chisel. They are very nar-

row chisels, however, and quite small, not more than a fourth of the

size of the canines. Now what could such teeth as these do ? They

could not hook into anything so as to hold it firmly or tear it, be-

cause their tops are too Vv^ide and all on a level ; besides they stand

close together and the upper ones only just touch the tips of the

lower ones when the jaws are closed, or perhaps overlap slightly, in-

stead of fitting down between them. Evidently the only thing that
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these teeth can do is for the six above to play against the six below,

like the rather jagged blades of a pair of scissors, or the jaws of a

pair of punch-forceps, and cut off anything that comes between them.

They are so small, compared with the canines, that we should be in-

clined to think that the dog eats but little food which needs to be

cut or sheared off in this way, and, of course, as we all know, this

is the case, for neither the bodies of birds, nor of animals, or indeed

meat of any sort could be clipped up in this fashion. What sort of

food could be cut up with teeth arranged to act like the blades of

scissors? Grass, or leaves of any sort, or fruits. Then if we were

to look into the mouth of any animal which lived mainly upon any

of these might we expect to find its front teeth well developed ? Here

is the horse's skull again, and we see across the front of both jaws

a closely-packed row of large, strong, square-edged, chisel-like teeth,

which your pony, when he is pretending to bite you, can bring to-

PROFILE OF THE LTPER TEETH OF THE HORSE.

Showing molars, the roots of which have been exposed. (Chauveau.)

(a) Molar teeth, (b) supplementary molar, (r) canine, (d) incisors.

gether with a snap like the jaws of a trap and which are just fitted

to crop the grass off as close and even as a lawn mower.

Look at our picture of the sheep's skull. In its lower jaw

you find just such another strong, keen-edged row, but in the upper

jaw not a sign of a tooth. Was the poor creature so old that it had

lost all its upper front teeth ? Hardly, because here in the sheep and

in the cow you find exactly the same thing ; and if you will watch a

cow or a sheep grazing you will ^^ee that instead of cropping quietly

with both jaws, like the horse, they hook a tuft of grass into their

mouths and across this tooth-sickle with the tongue, and then cut it

off by jerking their heads upward and sideways, so that you can see

their chins going jerk ! jerk! the whole time. And this is why a cow

cannot graze the grass off as close and clean as a horse can, although
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a sheep with its much smaller jaw and sharper teeth can do almost

as well.

Why hasn't a sheep or cow kept its upper front teeth like the

horse? I will answer by asking another question: "What does a

horse still do with its front teeth, which a sheep doesn't?" Then a

dozen of you will answer: "Why, fight and bite, or course." The

horse still uses his front teeth to fight with, especially against other

horses and wolves, though not half as often as he does his hoofs.

Most of the nips that you will see or feel him make with them are

only half in fun and meant as a "Don't, please!" against having his

hair brushed too hard or his harness put on roughly, yet when he's

TEETH OF THE PORCUPINE (Hystriv hirsutivostris)

.

(Wiedersheim.)

Showing huge development of central incisors and disappearance

of canines and premolars.

really angry he can give a terrible bite with his hard, yellow teeth

and huge jaws. A vicious stallion will sometimes catch his keeper

by the arm or shoulder and lift him up and shake him as a terrier

does a rat.

Now, if you will look at your own front teeth and see what

broad, strong, straight-edged chisels and wedges they are, and what

a close row they form, you will not be surprised to find how much
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use you make of them in eating bread, biscuits, apples, celery, tarts,

in fact everything that you don't cut up with a knife, or eat from a

spoon. As we've only been using forks and spoons for about three

hundred years, think how much more useful they must have been be-

fore that, and you will not be surprised to find that in a savage's

skull they are often worn away down to the very gums.

Just to see what huge chisels they can develop into when needed

for gnawing purposes, look at this porcupine's skull as a sample

or all the "gnawers" or rodents, like the beaver, rat, squirrel, etc.

From their usefulness in cutting food up into bits, to be chewed

or ground by the back teeth, they are called in all animals incisors,

which is simply Latin for *'cutters-into."

We have found from all these examples that the front or incisor

teeth follow exactly the same rule as the canines, they are just as

large, or as small, as fully present, or completely absent as the food

of the animal requires.

If we look again at the dog's front teeth, after having seen those

of the other animals, we are struck by their smallness and weakness

and poor cutting-shape, the line of their tops is more like the top of

a picket fence, than the edge of a sickle. Indeed, if you will examine

a full grown dog's mouth or a skull that has been handled roughly,

you will often find two or three of these teeth so loose in the jaw

that you can move them about with your finger, while the canines

stand as solid as fence posts. This further supports our rule, be-

cause the dog's incisors must be short to let his canines interlock (as

you can easily prove by trying to make your canines interlock) and

as he eats no grass, or leaves, or vegetables, and does all his fight-

ing with his canines, he really makes very little use of his incisors,

and they evidently incline to go the way of the goat's upper ones.

Now, although these cutters and canines are the only teeth

which show in the dog's mouth under ordinary circumstances, if

you can catch him at meal-times, or when he yawns, you will see

that he has a whole mouthful of teeth behind these. Two long

gleaming rows of ivories, all of about the same size and shape, ap-

parently, but getting larger and stronger as they go back. The

same row and canines show in the tiger and all the cat family. At

first sight it looks as if there were ten or a dozen in each row, but

when you look closer you will find that each tooth has from three to

five points, or peaks, the middle one usually highest, and that there

are only six teeth above and seven below, on each side.

Most of these smaller "teeth upon teeth," "cusps," as they are

called, are placed in an almost straight line running backward, so
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that this part of the jaw looks like the edge of a very large and jag-

ged carpenter's saw. Now what can tools of this shape be useful

for? Evidently not for cropping grass and leaves, for they are too

jagged and too far back in the mouth, nor for plunging into things

and hanging on, nor for grinding corn, or grass, into a pulp. But

they would carve meat up into pieces very well and if you give a

dog a large piece of meat, too big to be bolted, and especially one with

a bone in it, you will see him turn the side of his mouth towards it,

push it just as far back as he can, shut the eye on that side, and gnaw
away at it with these great saw-teeth, until he succeeds in half cut-

ting, half haggling off, a piece small enough to swallow. Then,

when he gets down to the bone he'll hold that down with his paws.

THE TIGER.

Showing slim body, muscular thighs, strong front legs and paws,

and short face with large teeth, all with sharp edges, especially

canines, and one (the carnassial) near the back in both jaws.

(Tenney.)

and laying his head alongside of it rasp and gnaw and scrape with

these double saw-blades till he has cleaned all the meat and gristle

off it. If the bone is a round one, he'll thrust it right into his mouth,

far back, and bring the largest of those strong white wedges to-

gether upon it with all the force of his jaws till "crack!" it goes into

splinters, and he can lick the marrow out of the hollow inside it. A
long, slender tooth like the canine would soon be broken to pieces in

this sort of work and an incisor, even if big enough, would be too
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top-heavy, so you see again that teeth are just the shape that is

needed for the work they have to do.

But, if this be true, we ought to find the back teeth of the horse

and goat of quite different shape, for they have no meat to cut up

or bones to gnaw, and so you will see, at once, when you look at the

cuts. Here you will find a thick, square-sided row of teeth on each

side, as close together as bricks in a wall, their tops forming a broad,

flat surface like a paved walk, bioken only by fine curving ridges

running across it every quarter of an inch or so.

Now look in your own mouth, and you'll see another broad,

thick, solid row on each side, though not quite so flat and even along

EMSr.

SIDE VIEW OF SKULL OF HORSE.

With bone removed so as to expose the roots of the teeth, i^, j'^

and i^, the three incisors ; c, the canine
; pm^, the situation of the

rudimentary first premolar, which has been lost in the lower, but

is present in the upper jaw; /'m^ pm^, and pm*, the three fully de-

veloped premolars ; m'', m', and m^, the three true molars. Note

how closely the surfaces of upper and lower "mill-stones" of

molar teeth fit together. (Flower.)

the top. What do such teeth look fit to do? Grind something, of

course, and if you will put a few grains of corn, or a piece of hard

biscuit into your mouth, you will find that your tongue carries it back

at once to between these teeth and your jaws begin to move, not up

and down, but with a swing from side to side, and the corn is caught

between and ground into pulp in a few minutes. Watch a horse
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when eating", or a cow when chewing" the cud. and you will see their

jaws swing- in exactly the same way, and then you may know that

these big "mill-teeth" are at work on the hay and corn. And when
you have seen them at work you will know why they are called

molar, or "mill-teeth." The first two to four of this long line of

teeth are usually smaller and less regular than the others, as you can

see in the dog's and your own jaw, and are called premolars, or

"fore-mill" teeth, biaispids in our own mouths.

Now that we have seen the shape of the teeth in the different

parts of a dog's mouth, it will be interesting to watch and see how
he uses his teeth. In eating out of a dish of scraps, he uses all sorts

at once, or picks things up with his incisors, and, after a hasty

crunch or two with his molars, swallows them whole. When he is

picking up something carefully to see what it tastes like, or pulling

burrs out of his coat—or oft' his master's clothes, as one good little

dog of my acquaintance used to do—he uses his incisors. When he

catches at anything to hold it. or 1-ites savagely, he uses his canines

;

no matter how straight he may fl}- at another dog's throat he nearly

always turns his head to one side slightly, before taking hold, so as

to bring his canines into play. If he's trying to bite his strap or

rope in two he gets it as far back between his molars as possible and

chews till he cuts it across. Hold out a stick for him to tug at, and

he will twist his head quite to one side, sieze it between his strong

back teeth and then pull for dear life. Throw him one to carry, and

he'll slip it just behind his canines, and let it rest behind them and

between his front molars, so that if you take an end of it in each

hand and pull him straight towards you, you can lift him clear of

the ground by it, for it is so "hooked" in behind his canines that he

can hardly let go.

But it is the dog's great-great-grandfather, the wolf, who can

do really artistic things with his teeth.

In the first place, he can open his jaws nearly twice as far as a

dog. If you see a wolf yawn you think his mouth is going to open

through to the back of his neck, and this gives him more room to

swing his daggers. When he is fighting with an animal as large as

himself, he doesn't seize it by the neck or shoulder and hang on, like

a dog, but he just brings his jaws together with one tremendous

snap, usually making his teeth cut clean through whatever he catches,

and then springs back to watch for another chance. He will cut a

dog in a dozen places before the latter can get hold of him, or even

after he has pinned him, so that one wolf will often slash his way

through a pack of five or six hounds.
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Then, he is most cruelly clevei in knowing just where to use his

ivory lancets. If he is attacking a deer or sheep he aims at the neck,

or slack of the flank, and either cuts its throat, or pulls it right

down. But if a buffalo, he dares not risk a front attack direct, so,

while two or three of the pack bark and snap at his head, to distract

his attention, the leader makes a stealthy rush from the rear, a

spring, a lightning-like snap at the leg just above the hock,

and crack goes the great hamstring tendon and down goes the poor

old bull at the mercy of the pack. He also knows just where the

great veins run in the neck of a sheep or deer, and can plunge his

dagger-teeth into them so exactly that scarcely a drop of the blood

will be lost.

When I was a boy I had charge of a flock of sheep in a distant

THE WOLF (Canis lupus').

Showing the dog-Hke form and prominence of canine teeth.

pasture, close to a belt of forest. Three or four times during the

summer, wolves, ranging through the forest from the "big woods"

down on the river, got among the sheep at night and killed right and

left, until we put bloodhounds on their trail and made the neighbor-

hood too hot for them. I have gone down in the early morning and

found two, three, or even four, sheep, lying quietly upon the ground

just as if they were asleep. I could never discover a trace of injury

until I turned them over and my eye fell upon a small patch of dull,

red stain upon the wool of the throat. No wound or tear to be seen,

but upon carefully parting the wool two small, oval slits in the skin

could be found through which the canines had pierced the vein, and

the life-blood been sucked out. Not another mark upon the body,
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and unless }0u knew what to look for you might easily think that the

victim had died from disease or poison, as indeed I did the first few

wolf-killed sheep I saw. A dog's handiwork, on the other hand, can

be recognized at a hundred yards, so that a shepherd can tell at a

glance whether a dog or a wolf has been among his flock. This kind

of skill sounds very cruel, but we must remember that we are hardly

in a position ourselves to call poor "Brer Wolf" z'cry hard names,

because he kills sheep to get mutton-chops.

But you must not think that the dog and wolf use their teeth

only for serious work, such as fighting and cutting ; they're also very

fond of playing with things with their teeth, just as we do with our

hands. There is no prettier sight than to see a lot of puppies, or

wolf cubs, pulling each other's tails, biting each others' ears and pre-

tending to worry throats, just for the sheer pleasure of making their

teeth meet on something, and I have seen scores of grave and solemn

old dogs or fierce-looking wolves and vicious little foxes playing

just the same tricks. A dog's teeth, especially his front ones, are his

fingers, and a very little "nip" at a thing will tell him whether it's

fit to eat or to play with, almost as quickly as your fingers will tell

vou how hard or how heavy it is. A dog boxes and wrestles and

plays with his teeth just as we do with our hands, and old ranchmen

upon the cattle ranges tell me that wolves get together in quiet

places among the hills in the autumn, just for regular games of tooth-

play and romping. One of them told me that he was out looking-

for lost horses one day, up in the foot-hills, when he suddenly saw

the head of a big grey wolf stick up for a moment over the edge of

a "blow-out," or great sand-pit scooped out by the wind. He had

only his revolver with him, but, as the "greys" are terribly destruc-

tive to colts and young cattle, he galloped ofif down a side valley at

once till he was well down the wind from the "blow-out," so that

his scent wouldn't be carried toward the wolf, then hobbled his horse

and worked his way across the ridges till he finally crawled on his

hands and knees up to the edge of the hollow and peeped over, think-

ing to surprise Mr. Wolf. But it was his turn to be surprised, for

there not thirty yards below him were seven great, shaggy brutes,

each nearly as big as a Newfoundland dog, rolling and tumbling

over each other and showing great rows of glistening teeth, that

looked as long as his finger.

He said it struck him, all of a sudden, that it wasn't a very good

day for wolf-hunting, after all, and he rolled down the side of that

hill and scuttled across to where his horse was hobbled, as fast and

as noislessly as his legs would carry him. Fortunately the wolves
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were so well pleased with each other and so busy with their game
that they didn't see or hear him at all, for if they had and had caught

him before he reached his hobbled horse, there would have been

nothing left of either of them, except the wood of the saddle and a

few of the largest bones.

In spite of their hardness and sharpness the dog" can use his

teeth surprisingly gently at times. Watch a mother dog carrying

her puppies to another nest, and see how lightly and skilfully she

balances them between her teeth so that they don't seem to mind

being swung by the scruff of their necks at all. Any good setter or

retriever will catch a slightly

wounded quail, or duck, and bring

it to you alive without even break-

ing a feather. And 1 have heard

of a pointer who. while helping

his master catch a canary which

had got out of its cage got so

excited that he finally gave one

jump and a snap and poor Dickey

disappeared between his great jaws.

Everybody thought he had gone

down like an oyster, but the old

fellow walked quietly up to his

master, opened his mouth, and out

fluttered birdie, a little ruffled as

to his feathers, but otherwise none

the worse.

If what we have been finding

out about the shapes of teeth is

the rule, we ought to find the jaws and teeth of different breeds of

the dog siiited somewhat to the "trade" of each one. And so we do,

only, of course, as all breeds of dog have to catch, eat and fight

with their teeth, they are all much alike. A pug's, perhaps, have

changed most, for in getting his poor little jaws short and small

enough to give the "pug-nose" and wrinkled-up face that fanciers

admire, his teeth have suffered sadly. They are so poorly-placed as

to be almost useless, and some of them so slight and loosely set

that if he were to attempt to fight with them they'd be in danger of

pulling loose or breaking. Pugs are sometimes very plucky, but

they cannot punish another dog to any effect and most dogs seem

to know it and treat them with a sort of good-humored contempt.

A PRIZE-WINNER BULLDOG.
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Many of them cannot be fed on meat, but have to live on bread and

milk, soaked biscuit;, and other soft foods

On the other hand the bull-dog's teeth have gradually become so

huge and strong that his square head and jaw look big enough to

walk alone and almost seem to be dragging his body after them.

So long and powerful are his canines and so tightly do they in-

terlock that when they are once clenched in anything it is really

difficult for him to let go—and still more so for anyone else to make
him. In training a bull-terrier for a fight he is egged on to set his

teeth into a leather sack stuffed with hair, which hangs by a rope

from a pulley, and when he has got a good hold he is hoisted clear

of the floor and allowed to swing backward and forward by his teeth.

A good dog can be hauled up almost to the ceiling and back by his

teeth, when he's getting into proper condition. In a fight he will get

a favorable "hold" and keep it without slackening for an instant,

for three quarters of an hour if necessary. In order to be able to

do this, however, two other changes in his "face," besides the size

of his eye-teeth, are necessary, and these have spoiled his looks sadly.

One of them is the strange tilting upward and backward of his nos-

trils. If you will look at the nostrils of an ordinary dog you will

find that they open almost at and on the end of his nose. Now
when he plunges his teeth deeply into the flesh of another animal

he pushes the end of his nose into and against its side and thus near-

ly blocks up his nostrils ; so that he cannot get breath enough

through them to keep up his hold for long. But look at the bull-

dog's nostrils and you will see that his nose is very short and square

and that the nostrils are tipped upward and backward so that they

open almost upon the upper surface of it. Thus he can crowd the

end of his nose against another dog's throat or side as hard and

long as he pleases and yet have his nostrils free to breathe through.

The other is that in order to let him get a longer mouthful and a

firmer hold, his lower jaw and teeth have pushed forward half an

inch or more beyond the upper, so that his front teeth don't meet

at all, and in some cases are not even covered by his lips when the

mouth is closed. This gives poor "Bull" that sweet and engaging

expression that we know so well and makes him look as if he were

continually "showing his teeth" at you. His "face is his viisior-

tune," for he is really a most good-natured and peaceable dog un-

less he has been fought too much, which isn't his fault, poor fellow.

His "ferociousness" simply consists in not knowing how to stop

after he once gets started fighting.

Like all really brave people, he i's usually very slow to start a
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quarrel and almost never will attack a smaller dog than himself, un-

less some cowardly scoundrels of boys or men make -him. Like

most animals his worst faults are really those of the men about him,

and he would be a very decent fellow if he was not obliged to as-

sociate with a certain class of human beings.

Now that you are getting to be judges of teeth you will not be

surprised to learn that the mode"n "Holy Terror" bull-dog of the

bench-shows is not a fighting dog at all. He has been bred for so

many generations, simply for the sake of his magnificently ugly face,

that the projection of his lower jaw has become a positive defor-

mity and though he can still pin a bull by the nose and drag him

down, as he used to in the old cruel sport of "bull-baiting,"
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which gave him his name, he is not half as effective a

fighter as his smaller and much handsomer cousin, the

bull-terrier. This latter gentleman has the handsomest set of

teeth in the world and the intelligence which usually goes with

good tools. He fights with his head and legs as well as his teeth

and can use them equally well for a fierce razor-like slash or for a

death-like grip. I have seen a particular friend of mine, of this

breed, clear his way through a mob of strange dogs, who had rushed

out at him as he galloped after my buggy, by three or four quick up-

ward and downward slashes of his long canines, almost without

checking his stride, just as a wolf would have done. He was a dear

fellow, handsome as a picture, barring a trifle of squareness about the

head, kind, affectionate and the most intelligent creature upon four
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feet I ever knew, but he was led into trouble by some bad boys

—

who, of course, ran away and left "that savage brute of a bull-dog"

to bear the blame, and I had to exile him to a lonely horse-ranch up

in the sand-hills of Nebraska. There he met a young lady cousin of

his, and in the course of their joint explorations a few weeks after

he got there they stumbled upon a big rattle-snake. As neither of

them knew what it was to be afraid, they walked up to him to see

what business he had there, and he most injudiciously bit one of

them. Then of course they killed him, both getting bitten several

times in the process. Surprising as it may appear, they didn't either

of them die, but they lay about in doleful plight for a week or so,

one with a head like a turnip, and the other with a paw like a box-

ing-glove, and everybody said, "Well ! those pups have learned some-

thing, and will let rattlers alone in future." But no such thing; the

ball had just begun for the snakes, and as soon as they were able to

toddle they went out and slew another. This time the bites didn't

swell half so much, and they only had to lie up for a day or two

before they could go on the war-path again. As rattle-snakes in

that neighborhood were, in the language of a scripturally-niindcd

cowboy on the ranch, "as plenty as fiddlers in heaven," they soon found

another, and so they kept on, until, before frost came and drove the

snakes into their holes for the winter, they had killed some thirty or

forty of them. After their first three or four encounters they seemed

to become completely hardened to the bites and showed no ill efifects

whatever from them, although killing sometimes two or three snakes

in a day. The first kill was only ignorant rashness, but the second

and third took real pluck, for the agony of the stage of swelling in

a snake-bite is something terrific, and even to the last the bites must

have hurt them at least as badly as hornet stings do us.

But you thought a rattle-snake bite was sure death even to a

man? Not by any means, although most of the story-books say it

is. I have known personally some seven or eight men who were bit-

ten, and not one of them died. Indeed Dr. Weir Mitchell, who has

experimented extensively with the poison—and been bitten himself

in the process—declares that it is the exception to the rule if a grown

man or woman dies after rattle-snake bite. When you remember

that the rattle-snake cannot tear his prey in pieces but has to swal-

low it whole, you can easily see that it would be a waste of good

poison for his sac to be "loaded" with more than about twice as

much as would safely kill an animal the size of a rabbit, which is

about the limit of his swallowing powers. Whether this is the ex-

planation or not, the fact remains that animals weighing over forty
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pounds usually recover from a single bite. The wonderful reputa-

tion of whiskey as a cure for snake bite rests chiefly upon the fact

that the victim in nine cases out of ten would get better anyhow, if

he never touched a drop of the "remedy."

There is another dog whose tooth-play is peculiar, and that is

the grey-hound. This gentleman like his first-cousin, the deer-

hound, has been bred solely for speed, and no special attention paid

to his teeth, which have consequently remained pretty much as they

were in his ancestor, the wolf, but a little blunter. His jaws arc

A DISTINGUISHED MEMBER OF THE HUMANE SOCIETY.

(By Landseer.)

just the opposite of the bull-dog's—long, slender and with a very

wide gape. And they are just suited to his method of using them.

In picking up a hare at full speed (twenty miles an hour) all he has

time to do is to make one, single, lightning-like snap—and if that

misses, shoot past fifty yards until he can turn and try again. A
bull-dog grip would be utterly useless to him. A clever old dog

won't even waste time on a snap, but just thrusts his long nose under

poor Puss, jerks her high into the air and catches her in his jaws be-

fore she touches the sfround again. If he is loosed on a wolf or an
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antelope he plays a very similar game. He knows perfectly that

neither his jaws nor his neck are strong enough to fight one or pull

down the other, so he makes flying snaps at the side, the shoulder,

DIGNITY AND IMPUDENCE.

(By Landseer.)

the thigh, runs into them, between their legs, and in every way tries

to delay them until the trail-hounds or huntsmen can come up.
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I had a big black grey-hound once who was very clever in

tackling a wolf. He would race up to him and, first of all, make

believe to fiy at his throat ; the wolf would turn on him, he would

spring back, and they would stand and snarl at each other for a

minute or two. Then the wolf would hear the baying of the trail-

hounds and decide to start on again and pay no attention to the grey-

hound. This time Pedro would get closer and make a sharp snap at

his shoulder or flank. He didn't attempt to hang on, simply to give

one jerk and spring back, but if that jerk could be given well for-

ward on the shoulder it would twitch the wolf's head round just far

DOG AND CAT. (By Laiidseer.)

enough to upset his balance and send him rolling over and over. Then

if he missed this he would run off a little ahead and to one side, turn

and charge him at an angle, just as an end-guard does a half-back

who is too heavy for him to tackle. In fact he would try all sorts of

clever tricks with his speed and quickness to delay the wolf till the

blood-hounds who were following his trail could come up, knowing

perfectly that the wolf dare not stop and fight him, for fear of the

latter. Another grey-hound friend of mine used to play a very

curious variation of the hare—throwing trick. He would tear up
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to the wolf at nearly right angles to his course, but instead of charg-

ing right into him, give a sort of dive right underneath his body and

come up on the other side. It was a risky play to make, for of

course he ran the chance of a bad fall himself if he bungled but if he

succeeded it was almost equal to the terrible "over-the-head" throw

in wrestling; the tremendous speed at which both were going would

send the wolf flying up into the air, to come down with a thud that

would almost knock the breath out of his body. I have never seen

this trick played, personally, but several of my old hunter friends

have, and a dog that possesses the accomplishment is highly valued.

You can tell more about a dog's habits and character by a look

at his teeth and jaws—whose shape is mady by his teeth—than by

any other three things about him. Now what have we concluded

about the teeth of the dog by patching together the various things

that we each know about them from personal acquaintance?

First—That a dog's longest and most important teeth are his

canines (as their name implies) and that he uses them for catching

and holding his prey, tearing up his meat, and fighting his battles

That sheep, cows, and most horses, which neither catch things alive,

eat meat, or fight much with their teeth, have practically lost their

canines, while we who still eat meat have kept ours, although they

have grown smaller, as we no longer fight with them—except when

we're very naughty.

Second—That a dog's front teeth or "cutters-into" are compar-

atively small and weak, as he only uses them for picking up soft food

and "tasting" things, and if they were longer they would hinder his

canines from interlocking" so well.

In the sheep and goat, however, where they are constantly used

for cropping grass and leaves, they are large and strong and even,

though found only in the lower jaw, while in the horse, where they

are sometimes used for fighting as well, they remain in both jaws.

Third—That the dog's back teeth are pointed and set like the

teeth of a saw and used for cutting up large tough pieces of meat,

cracking bones and rasping the meat ofif them. In the horse, sheep,

goat and ourselves, where they are used only for grinding grass,

corn, bread, etc., they have become broad, flat mill-stones, or

"molars."

Fourth—That a dog or wolf knows just how to use his teeth to

the best advantage.

Fifth—That our different breeds of dogs have had their original

wolf set of teeth modified by the way in which they have been

selected and bred for a particular "trade."
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THE idea of "the social soul" was latent in the intellectual life of

Germany for half a century prior to its formulation in Ro-
manticism. Klopstock, Moses Mendelssohn, Lessing, Hamann, Her-

der, the poets of the ''Storm and Stress," Kant, Schiller, Goethe

—these, and many others, contributed the intellectual elements for

which Romantic philosophy. Romantic conduct, and Romantic poetry

sought a common valuation in social experience. The failure of

Romanticism was not due to the new principle of valuation, neither

was the Romantic principle disproved, though it was for a time dis-

credited, by the Romantic failure.

With Romanticism the old century closed and with it a new
century began in Germany. Henceforth democratic individuality

became the watchword. Under the influence of the new postulate

of freedom German poets of the nineteenth century sought a new
interpretation of the conduct of life. Through their work—what-

ever its esthetic value—they set forth the moral significance of life

in a new light. They attempted more than this. They roused the

"drowsy sphinx," and to her brooding query

:

"Wlio'll tell me my secret,

The ages have kept ?"

they made bold to reply : "We the modern seers ! We the poets of

the social soul !" And who shall say that they failed to "tell one of

the meanings of the universal dame," or that they did not, in the

entirety of their answers, reveal something more of

* The present paper continues the article "The Significance of German
Literature of the Eighteenth Centur}/' (Open Court, Dec. 1904,) in which
article the Romantic principle was discussed at length.
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"The fate of the man-child,

The meaning of man."?

Romanticism as a philosophy of life should not be confused

with Romanticism as a method of poetic activity. The philosophy

which we call Romanticism and the method of poetic procedure

which bears the same name, were two entirely different things.

Romantic philosophy postulated a new basis for poetry. Romantic

poetics made the poetic realisation of this postulate a most difficult,

if not an impossible, task.

Likewise it should be borne in mind that Romanticism, as a

philosophy, was in its inception a theory. The Romantic idea of

the "social soul" was invented, not experienced. As individual be-

ings the Romanticists were children of their day ; they were men
of pronounced individualistic temperament. The social impulse

was there, but it did not, and it could not, find its corollary in social

experience.

The foregoing distinctions are of the greatest importance in

the study of the religious life of Romantic poetry, since this life

was an artificial composition of the disparate values of philosophical

theorising and of individual daily experience. If we were to regard

the speculations of Romantic poetry as the only content of Roman-

ticism, we should do a grave injustice to the Romantic philosophy

of life. If we were to regard these speculations as the equivalent

of the human experience of the men who framed them, we should

be identifying a poetic theology and a religious reality. It is true

that the Romanticists finally adopted these poetic speculations as

their religious reality, but in so doing they were insincere. They

deceived themselves, and they paid the penalty in their human ex-

perience, in their philosophic speculations, and in their poetic crea-

tions.

The poetry of German Romanticism was at no time poetry of

the religious life. Even if we judge this poetry by the standards

of Romantic philosophy, we shall not escape this conclusion.

Modern thought and modern sentiment have passed through a

similar judgment. The poetry of Novalis alone has, in a measure,

retained a certain hold on modern life. Some of his Geistliche

Lieder have been incorporated in every Evangelical hymnal of

Germany, and in not a few of America; and they remain to this

day warm favorites with the Evangelical church-going populace

of Germany. Any one who has heard a German congregation sing

the successive stanzas of Novalis's hymn:
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"Wenn alle untreu werden,

So bleib' ich dir doch treu" etc.

[My faith to thee I break not,

If all should faithless be.]

will feel small inclination to declare that the hymn is not poetry of

the religious life. And yet, it is true that this hymn (and indeed all

the poems of Novalis) was not, and is not, what it seems, or pro-

fesses, to be.

The question which Romantic philosophy undertook to answer

was this: Can the individual fashion his intellectual and his emo-

tional experiences into a religious unit? Or, to put the question in

another form: Is the religious life a matter of individual experience?

Romantic philosophy answered with a very positive No. It held

that individualised experience cannot be religious experience. For

example, the experiences that Professor James calls "religious" in

his The Varieties of Religious Experience would have been char-

acterised by Romantic philosophers as "individualised" experiences,

and for that reason, as not religious. The Romanticists would have

contended that in every case cited by Professor James the individual

has failed to realise the source of his emotions, or of his ideas, in

so much as he has looked for this source in his individuality.

Hence, they would have concluded, the individual has created for

himself only a fictitiously religious life. This assertion would have

been supported by the following argument : Ideas and emotions are

only individual differentials of a universal integral. Every expe-

rience, whether emotional or intellectual, is in its very nature an act

that impinges on individuality, making it to the extent of this im-

pingment, universal. You do not feel, nor do you think, as an in-

dividual. You feel as a personality and you think as another per-

sonality. You live the religious life when you feel and think as

one personality. You can think and you can feel as one personality

only when you are conscious of a universal, or at least a common,

source of your emotions and ideas. Manifestly this consciousness

is impossible, or at least incapable of development, as long as you

insist on the inceptive energy of human individuality. The perfect-

ing of your personality depends wholly on the perfecting of your

consciousness of the universal integral, and the more you perfect

this consciousness the more nearly you realise universality in per-

sonality. Therefore, the moment this consciousness actually is

perfected in personality, that moment the universal integral comes

into absolute personal existence. All individual differentials have

vanished. Individuality has merged completely in universality.
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However, since by this last act the universe attains conscious hfe,.

it becomes ipso facto the absokite personaHty, and hence the subHme
individuahty. This was the tremendous paradox of Romantic phi-

losophy : individuality becomes universality, universality becomes

individuality.

Now if we look for a moment at the lives of the men who con-

structed this system of philosophic unity, we have to admit that they

typified, on the whole, the exact reverse of that which their philos-

ophy preached. They were as individualistic in their conduct as

it was possible to be. Under conditions as they prevailed in Ger-

many toward the close of the eighteenth century, it was an almost

impossible task to realise conscious life as the reaction on individual-

ity of social relations. The disintegration of social life very naturally

centred the sources of conscious life in the characteristic energy of

individuality. All we know of these Romanticists goes to show

that they felt themselves cut loose from their day and generation.

They went through life as individuals, and the very fact that they

endeavored to found a "school" which should be the nucleus of a

social life, proves their individualistic temper. They made the most

wonderful efiforts to live up to their doctrine, and succeeded only

in discrediting it by their idiosyncracies. No other conclusion is

possible than this : Romantic conduct reduced personal liberty to

individual license.

One has but to observe the emotional life of any Romantic

individual in order to become thoroughly convinced that this life

was abnormal. Any happiness or pain that came to him was straight-

way hugged to his bosom and coddled, as though it were an ex-

perience in which the individual and the individual alone was in-

terested. Its social significance dwindled into infinitesimal pro-

portions, its individual significance waxed beyond all recognition.

"l-[ere am I," the Romantic individual seemed to say, "yonder is the

universe, yonder all the endless phenomena of nature. Let me drink

in all this magnificence, let it fill me. Thus shall I expand into

universal being." In the conception of even those ideas, and in the

exercise of even those emotions which the veriest tyro recognises

as social, these men showed the same curious inability to avoid the

purely individualistic attitude. What else than a parody on the

social idea of love was the relation between Novalis and Sophie

Kiihn? When he and she first met she was a mere child of twelve,

he a student of twenty-three. There can be no doubt that the charm

of Sophie's personality was extraordinary. There can be as little

doubt that she made a deep impression on Novalis. But how did
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Novalis treat this impression? He magnified it, and kept on magni-

fying it, until he veritably believed that his love for the child was

the love of man for woman. Within a few months he engaged him-

self to her, or if one desire to be facetious, engaged her to himself.

Where is there a more striking instance of the individualistic inter-

pretation of a social idea than this behavior of Novalis. He had

heard of "love" and he forthwith gave to love no other content

than that which suited his immediately individual experience. He
prepared to marry the child, and certainly would have married her

without any hesitancy, had his means and her parents permitted.

Three years later Sophie died. And then what? Novalis con-

structed for himself a mystical world in which he sought communion
with the dead. He prostrated himself before the idealised image

of the departed. Here is an extract from the diary of Novalis.

written a month after the death of Sophie Kiihn, and dated—as

was his wont—from the day of her death : "This evening I passed

an hour of sweet, cheerful, and most vivid reminiscence. He who
flees pain, no longer cares to love. A lover must keep filling in the

gap forever, keep the wound open continually. May God always

preserve in me this indiscribably precious pain, this sad memory,

this courageous longing, this manly purpose, and this unshakable

faith. Without Sophie I am nothing, nothing ; with her I am every-

thing!" Sophie died March 19, 1789. In December of the same

year Novalis went to Freiberg to study at the mines. Here he met

Julia von Charpentier, the daughter of the overseer of the mines.

He was engaged to her before the month closed. Spring, summer,

and autumn Novalis had passed through an intensely emotional

struggle. On the one hand an almost extatic longing to be trans-

ported into those spiritual realms where the image of his idealised

Sophie abode, on the other the insistent experiences of human life

which summoned him back to sane activity and human society.

The social experiences of life seemed to prevail. He surrendered to

the charms of Julia. But how? Did this new relation supersede

the old? Did Novalis interpret this new affection as consciously

social beings would interpret it ? Not at all ! He interpreted it as

the realisation of his previous conception of love. His union with

Julia became the present actuality of his hypostatic union with

Sophie. Is it possible to conceive of a more definite instance of

the individualistic interpretation of social emotions than this?

One may assert without much fear of contradiction that the

conduct of all the leading Romanticists was of this individualistic

type. Ideas were constructed out of individual experience, and then
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experience was distorted to sustain these ideas. The individual

was the only conscious centre of life. It cannot be said that the

Romanticists were aware of any insincerity in their conduct. Most
of them, it must be admitted, believed themselves sincere. Cer-

tainly, no one can impute conscious insincerity to Novalis. Yet,

so far as the conduct of Novalis and that of the others was sincere,

it was the sincerity of insincerity. And for this paradox the prac-

tically avoidless emphasis that fell on individual life in those days

and the equally resistless force that was secretly opposing this em-

phasis in the intellectual life of Germany must be held responsible.

Out of these two opposing factors Romantic poetry was pro-

duced, and we shall never understand its true character, particularly

not its religious significance, if we persist in identifying the life

of this poetry either with Romantic philosophy or with Romantic

conduct. In this poetry we have an effort to unite the philosophy

and experiences of these men, but an effort which resulted merely

in a combination of both. And according to the manner in which

this combination- was effected, we may distinguish between poetry

of the original school with Novalis, Tieck, and the two Schlegels

as its principal representatives, and the poetry of their successors,

among whom Fouque, Achim von Arnim. and Clemens Brentano,

Schenckendorf, and Kerner are perhaps the most prominent.

It follows from the foregoing, and should be clearly and defi-

nitely understood at the outset, that the poetry of these men was

not a poetic search for original ideas to match individual experience.

It follows likewise, that the poetic presentation of Romantic per-

sonality was not attained, or even contemplated effectively. In the

case of Novalis, Tieck, and the two Schlegels, we come in contact

with poetry which attempted the composition of Romantic personal-

ity through adaptation of individual emotions to social (traditional)

ideas. In the case of the other poets mentioned, we observe the

poetic attempt to compose Romantic personality through the adap-

tation of social emotions to individual ideas. The shifting of the

emphasis from the social nature of ideas to the social nature of emo-

tions caused the distinction between the religious poetry of the

Romantic school and the religious poetry of its immediate successors.

The obfuscation of the spiritual vision in the poetry of Roman-

ticism has been overlooked too frequently by students of the spiritual

reality which this poetry represented. In the poem of Novalis,

"Wenn alle untreu werden," to which reference was made in the

foregoing, we have a case in point. The last stanza of this poem

runs as follows

:
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^ "Teh habe ihn empfunden.

O, lasse nicht von mir!

Lass innig mich verbunden

Auf ewig sein mit dir,

Einst schauen meine Briider

Auch wieder himnielwarts

Und sinken liebend nieder

Und fallen dir an's Herz."

[Thou with thy love hast found nie

!

O do not let me go

!

Keep me where thou hast bound me,

Till one with thee I grow.

My brothers yet will waken.

One look to heaven dart

—

Then sink down, love-o'ertaken,

And fall upon thy heart.]

(Novalis's Spiritual Songs, No. 6. Translation by George MacDonald.)

In the first lines, the Romantic desire for the translation of in-

dividuality into universality is distinctly expressed. In the last

lines, the individualistic interpretation of social ideas is clearly mani-

fest. It is apparent that the idea of "brother" has no real social

significance in these lines. The poetic interpretation of this idea

is extra-social. It is individualistic, since the subjective attitude

of the man toward the universal so controlled the poet, that he dis-

regarded the value of the idea which he as a social being recognised.

If any one feels inclined to doubt this statement, let him turn to the

last stanza of another equally well known hymn by Novalis, "Wenn

ich ihn nur habe." Here is the stanza

:

"Wo ich ihn nur habe,

1st mein Vaterland

:

Und es fallt mir jede Gabe

Wie ein Erbteil in die Hand

:

Langst vermissfe Briider

Find ich nun in seinen Jiingern wieder."

[Where I have but him

Is my fatherland

:

Every gift a precious gem
Comes to me from his own hand

!

Brethren long deplored.

Lo, in his disciples all restored.]

(Novalis's Spiritual Songs, No. 5. Translation by George MacDonald.)

Do not these words of Novalis assert that brotherly love is an

experienced reality only in the common surrender to his mystic

conception of the Divinity? Does he not declare that the social
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idea of "brethren" has no vakie save in his own dogmatic reahty?

The second stanza of the same hymn proclaims even more positively

the poetic negation of social ideas. It runs as follows

:

"Wenn ich ihn nur habe,

Lass' ich alles gern,

Folg' an meinem Wanderstabe

Treugesinnt nur meinem Herrn

;

Lasse still die Andern
Breite. lichte, voile Strassen wandern."

[If I him but have,

Pleased from all I part:

Follow on my pilgrim staff.

None but him with honest heart

;

Leave the rest, nought saying.

On broad, bright, and crowded highways straying.]

(Translation by George MacDonald.)

And now, if we revert again to the first hymn, what is it that

Novalis tells us in the opening stanza?—This:

"Wenn alle untreu werden.

So bleib' ich dir doch treu,

Dass Dankbarkeit auf Erden

Nicht ausgestorben sei.

Fiir mich umfing dich Leiden,

Vergingst fiir mich in Schmerz

:

Drum geb' ich dir mit Freuden

Auf ewig dieses Herz."

[My faith to thee I break not.

If all should faithless be.

That gratitude forsake not

The world eternally.

For my sake Death did sting thee

With anguish keen and sore

;

Therefore with joy I bring thee

This heart forever more.]

(Novalis's Spiritual Songs, No. 6. Translation by George MacDonald.)

First and last the religious life is based on the definite dissocia-

tion of the individual from his social relations. It is worthy of no-

tice that the idea of gratitude is treated in these lines in the same

individualistic manner as the idea of brotherly love in the last stanza

of the poem. A casual glance at the Geistliche Lieder of Novalis

will convince every fair-minded reader that all ideas are deprived

of their social values as soon as they come within the vision of the

poet. Grief and joy ; desire and fulfilment ; love and hatred
;
peace
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and discord ; life and death ; home and country ; wisdom and folly

;

light and darkness ; matter and spirit ; past, present, and future—
all these ideas are supplied with a purely dogmatic content. To
the mystic life which Novalis pictured in these hymns one may
apply his own characterisation of the ordinary social relations of

hfe:'

"Der Puis des Lebens stocket,

Und stumpf ist jeder Sinn."

[Life's pulse is flagging listless,

And dull is every sense.]

(Translation by George MacDonald.)

It is difficult to believe that this substitution of dogmatic ideas

should produce an unconditional balance. Especially is this the

case when we notice that in fourteen out of the fifteen hymns, which

make up the collection Geistliche Lieder, the religious life is based

on a condition not merely implied, but expressed. This condition is

the acceptance of traditional Christianity. The conditional conjunc-

tion zveiiii, or its equivalents, trails through every poem. It is

evident that Novalis attempted to poise the intellectual and the

emotional life of his poetry on dogmatic religion.

Novalis's poetry of the religious life was the sweetest and the

least disingenuous of the religious poetry of the Romantic school.

It certainly would seon as if he expressed in his Hymns to the

Night and in his Spiritual Songs precisely that subjective mood
which prevailed in his relations to Sophie Kuhn and Julia von Char-

pentier. Apparently the same isolation of his individuality and the

same sovereign license in the treatment of ideas and emotions pre-

vails in the life of this poetry. Apparently the poet makes no

efifort to adapt the conduct of his life to the theory of his philosophy.

If this were really so, the poetry of Novalis would base the religious

life on a search for original ideas to match individual experience.

This is not the case. Isolation of the individual is, indeed, the ex-

pressed cause of the religious longing ; but it is not treated as the

essence of the religious life. Moreover, there is no express mention

of that Romantic personality through which individuality was sup-

posed to expand into universality ; but this personality is every-

where implied as conditioning the religious reality. In order to

partake of this religious reality, the individual must first surrender

his intellectual realities to the intellectual realities of theology. He
thereby enters a world of spiritual ideas, which means that his in-

dividuality is transformed into a spiritual personality. He must
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then make the effort to experience in this spiritual state the emotions

of individual life.

These are the two conditions on which the poetry of Novalis

would base the religious life. Observe, for example, how the trans-

formation of the rational individual into Romantic personality and

of Romantic personality into emotional individuality, is inferentially

the essential motif of the following lines

:

"Wenige wissen

Das Geheimnis der Liebe,

Fiihlen Unersattlichkeit
I

Und ewigen Durst.

Des Abendmahls

Gottliche Bedeutung

1st den irdischen Sinnen Ratsel

;

Aber wer jemals

Von heissen, geliebten Lippen

Athem des Lebens sog,

Wem heilige Glut

In zitternden Wellen das Herz schmolz,

Wem das Auge aufging,

Dass er des Himmels
Unergriindliche Tiefe mass,

Wird essen von seinem Leibe

Und trinken von seinem Blute

Ewiglich."

[Few understand

The mystery of Love,

Know unsatiableness,

And thirst eternal.

Of the Last Supper

The divine meaning

Is to the earthly sense a riddle

;

But he that ever

From warm, beloved lips,

Drew breath of life:

In whom the holy glow

Ever melted the heart in trembling waves;

Whose eyes ever opened so

As to fathom

The bottomless deeps of heaven

—

Will eat of his body

And drink of his blood

Everlastingly.]

(Novalis's Spiritual Songs. Opening lines of No. 7.

Translation by George MacDonald.)

In these lines the sexual emotion which we call love, is poet-

ically treated as a satisfying reality only when, in its enjoyment, we
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are conscious of being more than our individual self, and are con-

scious of that divine significance of our conchict which is expressed

in the doctrine of the transubstantiation. Our individual idea of

love must, therefore, first give way to the divine idea as interpreted

by traditional Christianity. Controlled by this interpretation—which
control Novalis identifies with Romantic personality—we are enabled

to spiritualise our physical experience. Under these conditions

love is infinite even in the finite.

"Nie endet das siisse Mahl,

.
" Nie sattigt die Liebe sich

:

Nicht innig, nicht eigen gemig,

Kann sie haben den Geliebten.

Von immer zarteren Lippen

Verwandelt wird das Genossene,

Inniglicher und naher.

Heissere Wollust

Durchbebet die Seele,

Durstiger und hungriger

Wird das Herz :

Und so wahret der Liebe Genuss

Von Ewigkeit zii Ewigkeit."

[Never endeth the sweet repast;

Never doth Love satisfy itself:

Never close enough, never enough its own
Can it have the beloved

!

By ever tenderer lips

Transformed, the partaken

Goes deeper, grows nearer.

Passion more ardent

Thrills through the soul

;

Thirstier and hungrier

Becomes the heart

;

And so endureth Love's delight

From everlasting to everlasting.]

(Novalis's Spiritual Songs, No. 7. Translation by George MacDonald.)

Now the difference between the mystic process in the poetic

activity of Novalis and the mystic process in the conduct of the man
himself was simply this. As a man, Novalis did not surrender his

reason into the keeping of traditional dogmatism, and then fit his

emotions to this dogmatic faith. Out of his experiences, which were

treated as facts of his individual life, he constructed, so to speak,

his own theology. He believed that this theology was original with

him,—which of course it was not. As a poet, however, Novalis

did adopt traditional religion. Since this poetic adoption disagreed

with his conduct it was insincere. It was, however, sincere as an
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attempt to realise in his poetry the principle of his Romantic phi-

losophy. In the traditions of life the Romantic poets recognised a

social interpretation of life. They were quite aware that traditional

religion is not necessarily the equivalent of the religious life. They

knew that a generation which apparently submits to the intellectual

rule of tradition may have advanced, or retrograded, to a point

where tradition loses its spiritualising energy. Moreover, they rec-

ognised the fact that the intellectual content of the traditional religion

in their day was out of keeping with its intellectual temper. Never-

theless the Romantic school of religious poetry made the effort to

vitalise traditional religion, and this for two reasons. In the first

place, the Romantic principle demanded that the poetic consciousness

identify itself with social individuality. In the second place, these

poets were unable to discover any evidence of social individuality

in the Germany .of their day except in the traditional forms of faith.

Accordingly they adopted these forms as the only available expres-

sion or manifestation of the "social soul," and then adapted their

individual experiences to this adopted reality. Under the circum-

stances this act individualised tradition, not in the sense that a gen-

eral social experience was vitalised for the individual, but in the

sense that the forms of traditional religion were used as allegorical

interpretations of individual speculation. This peculiar tergiversa-

tion characterises the only song of Novalis's Geistliche Lieder which

does not expressly condition the religious life on the acceptance of

tradition. This poem is the last one of the series. The subjective

interpretation of the dogma of the Virgin Mother is its theme.

"Ich sehe dich in tausend Bildern,

Maria, lieblich ausgedriickt,

Doch keins von alien kann dich schildern,

Wie meine Seele dich erblickt.

Ich weiss nur, dass der Welt Getiimmcl

Seitdem mir wie ein Traum verweht,

Und ein unnennbar siisser Himmel
Mir ewig im Gemiite steht."

[In countless pictures I behold thee,

Mary, lovelily expressed,

But of them all none can unfold thee

As I have seen thee in my breast

!

1 only knowr the world's loud splendor . .
;

Since then is like a dream o'erblown

:

And that a heaven, for words too tender, • .

My quieted spirit fills alone.] . .

(Translation by George MacDonald.) •
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It is, of course, hardly necessary to point out that NovaHs

voiced in this doctrinal allegory the adoration of his deceased and

idealised Sophie. Somewhere in his diary, Novalis remarks: "1

must endeavor to live more and more for her sake. I exist only for

her, not for myself, not for any one else. She is the highest, the

only one. The first purpose of my life should be to place every-

thing in relation to the idea of her." Novalis's Hymns to the Night

and his Spiritual Songs were written during the spring, summer,

and fall of 1798, at the time when he was jotting down a record of

his emotional life in his diary. A careful comparison of this record

with its poetic counterpart establishes the fact that the idea of

Sophie, i. e., Novalis's subjective idealisation of her being, was
translated into poetic life by means of the dogmatic ideas of tra-

dition. The man's mystical adoration of Sophie became the poet's

mystical adoration of Jesus. In the dogma of the Redemption the

poet incased, as it were, the thought of conscious perfection through

intimate communion with his spiritualised Sophie. Novalis's poem
"To Julie" was only the logical application to a new experience of

this process of adoption and adaptation. The vinculum that unites

the lovers in this poem is not the man's subjective idea of Sophie,

but the poet's dogmatic idea of Christ.

All that has been said of Novalis leads inevitably to the in-

ference that the religious life of his poetry was not the religious life

of his daily experience, and also not the religious life of his Roman-
tic philosophy. His poetry was a peculiar combination of both, in

that social ideas—for as such the ideas of traditional religion were

treated—took the place of speculative ideas, and were then in turn

metamorphosed into speculative ideas through the individualistic

temperament of the writer. If this is true of the sweetest and

most genuine singer of Romanticism, how much more true must it

be of his contemporary Romanticists? They were perhaps no

more insincere in their poetic efforts than Novalis, but their in-

sincerity was more apparent, and this for the reason that their con-

duct stood in no such intimate relation to their poetic dogmatism

as that of Novalis. Z. Werner came to lead a dual life. He grov-

elled in the dust alternately before the dogma in which he sought

his poetic imagery, and before the licentious passions which con-

trolled his reason. The mysteries of dogma were not merely tran-

substantiated in the religious rodomontades of Werner ; they became

carnal realities in which the heated imagination of the poet revelled

in carnal lust. His poetic insincerity was, however, of the same

type as that of Novalis. Both poets adopted the intellectual product
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of a past religious life as the emotional content of present religious

life. Any one who can regard the familiar lines in some of our own
hymnals

:

"There is a fountain filled with blood

Drawn from Inimanuel's veins,

And sinners plunged beneath that flood

Lose all their guilty stains"

—

as poetry of the religious life, and not as poetical, or rather versified,

theology, will of course look upon much of the poetry of Novalis

as sincerely and genuinely religious. He should do the same with

the poetry of Werner. But since he finds that Werner chose as

the touchstone of the religious life the specifically Evangelical dogma
not of the Protestant Church, but of the Roman Catholic Church,

he refuses to regard this poetry as poetry of the religious life. And
precisely the same view will he entertain of the poetry of Novalis

whenever the doctrinal allegory of this poetry departs from the

beaten track of the critic's dogmatic views. The Protestant Evan-

gelical admirer of Novalis will always reject the setting which No-

valis gave to the religious life in all those poems that seemingly

glorify the Madonna.

The writings of Novalis and of Werner marked the two ex-

tremes of that phase of Romantic poetry which strove to vitalise

experience through dogmatic thought. The poetry of Novalis was

not without its appeal to the religious instincts of his readers, but

it did not, and could not, satisfy these instincts. It intensified the

longing of the soul, but freed this longing of none of its vagueness.

That magnificent little story, the parable of "Rosenbliitchen and

Hyacinth," a perfect gem of Novalis's poetic art, is pre-eminently

of this character. The fanatical outpourings of Werner made,

and could make, no appeal, unless it was to the curiosity of the

metaphysician. They disgusted where they purposed to allure.

Negative pleasure and positive displeasure ; between these two ex-

tremes the poetic adaptation of emotions to traditional ideas moved

back and forth.

In a vague sort of way, we can feel in all this earlier Romantic

literature the presence of that pantheistic experience which modern

science has made the common privilege of all. But when we follow

the indistinct traces of this pantheistic sentiment we nowhere meet

with its poetic reality. The pantheistic temper of the authors de-

veloped none of that robustness which only a healthy interest in

scientific realities can impart ; and it never acquired that power of

poetic concentration which is possible only when the emotional and
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the intellectual experiences of the individual find their balance and

come to rest in the social experience of his age.

The seeming disregard on the part of Lessing, and other

earnest rationalists, of the spiritual force in life had become actual

denial in the materialistic rationalism of men like Nicolai, Accord-

ingly, the distinctively modern spirit in Rationalism was not realised

by the Romantic opposition to the soulless materialism of degenerate

Rationalism. No discrimination was made between that which Les-

sing, Kant, and Schiller stood for, and the fortuitous spread of

materialism. Rationalism unfettered the impulse to substitute liv-

ing experience for traditional authority. Materialism struck out

the word "living" and treated experience as a mere sequence of

physical facts. The revolt of the first Romanticists was directed

against this materialistic development of Rationalism, but it ex-

pressed itself, as we have seen, in a manner that enthroned tra-

ditional authority over living experience. The poetry of Romanti-

cism stultified the instinctive modernity of the men who wrote it.

Passage upon passage, drama upon drama, poem upon poem, gives

evidence of the pantheistic temper of the writers. But there is

hardly an instance in which this temper is not poetically perverted

to the glorification of dogmatic conceptions. Here is a passage

taken from Tieck's Lcbcii mid Tod der heiligen Genoveva. It

is characteristic of the peculiar Romantic subversion that left its

stamp on the whole drama. It is also generally representative of

the Romantic manner. The words are spoken by Genoveva (the

canonised saint) just previous to her death.

"Wohin ich blickte, sah ich Bliiten prangen,

Aus Strahlen wuchsen Himmelsblumen auf.

Am Trone spiossten Glauben und Verlangen

Und rankten sich wie Edelstein hinauf.

Gebete bliihend in den Himmel drangen,

Zu Fiissen aller goldnen Sterne Lauf,

Und die Natur in tausendfachen Weisen,

Den dreimal heil'gen Gott. Sohn, Geist zu preisen.

"Gebete stiegen auf, herab der Segen

Zur Erde nieder durch das Firmament,

Die Sterne kamen Gottes Lieb entgegen

Und drungen in das ird'sche Element,

Verschlungen all in tausendfachen Wegen,
Dass Himmel. Erd' in einer Liebe brennt,

Und tief hinab in Pflanz', in Erzgestalten

Des Vaters Krafte im Abyssus walten.
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"Der Sohn war recht des Vaters Herz und Liebe,

Der Vater schafifende Allgegenwart,

Der Geist im unerforschlichen Getriebe,

Das ew'ge Wort, das immerfort beharrt

;

Und alles wechselnd, nichts im Tode bliebe,

Indes der Vater wirkt die Form und Art,

So Lieb und Kraft und Wort in eins verschlungen

In ewiger Liebesglut von sich durchdrungen.

"Wie Strahlen gingen Engel aus und ein,

Entziickt in der Dreieinigkeit zu spielen,

Sich niedertauchend in der Gottheit Schein,

Die voile Seligkeit beherzt zu fiihlen.

Sic durften in der Kraft und Gnade sein,

Die Sehnsucht in der grossen Liebe kiihlen,

Auch meine Seel' muss sich deni Tod entringen

Und in dem Lcbensmeer als Welle klingen."

[And I beheld luxuriant vegetation,

Saw rays of light break into heavenly flowers,

Saw by the throne grow faith and aspiration

And twine along its sides in jewelled bowers,

In Heaven blossom human supplication,

The stars beneath me course in golden showers.

And Nature in her multinomial lays

The Triune God, Love, Spirit praise.

Prayers upward rose, and down the heavenly blessing-

Descended earthward through the firmament,

The stars toward Love Divine were closer pressing

And entered in the earthly element,

Their many courses merging, ever lessening,

'Til Heaven and Earth to one great Love were bent,

And in each plant, in all metallic form

The Father's Will was the abysmal norm.

The Son made Father-Love reality.

The Father was the omnipresent cause,

The Spirit in mysterious activity,

The Word Eternal without let or pause

:

A constant change robbed death of victory,

Meanwhile the Father ruled in forms and laws

;

And Love and Cause and Word, in one united.

The Passion Infinite thus mutually ignited.

And angels came and went, rays gleaming bright,

Enraptured in the Trinity to play,

And low they dipped them in the Godhead's light

And delved in perfect bliss without dismay.

For thev could dwell in Grace Divine and Might,
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Their longing now in Love Supreme allay.

With death my soul must also end its strife

And sing its wave-song in the Sea of Life.]

(Translation by J. F. C.)

It goes without saying that the pantheistic theology of Roman-

ticism not only lacked, but often purposely neglected that robustness

of scientific experience which the enlightened thought of Germany

was demanding and which we find at its best in the writings of

Goethe. This was true of Romantic conduct in its earlier stages, as

well as of Romantic poetry. It was true also of the speculative theol-

ogy of these men. In his Reden ilber die Religion and his Mono-

logen Schleiermacher, to be sure, proclaimed the base of religion

to be pantheistic. He heralded the fact that conscious life is full

of the longing for an immanent God, and that the insistent aspira-

tion of this life is for infinity in the finite and for immortality in

the mortal. But Schleiermacher was in one respect less progressive

than the poets Xovalis, Tieck, or Heinse. These at least acknowl-

edged the irrepressible impulse which has never, in the whole his-

tory of the religious life of mankind, permitted human beings to

rest content with the mere feeling of their immortal and infinite

essence. Schleiermacher upheld the sufficiency of this feeling. De-

spite the assertion of Schleiermacher, impartial students of religious

history will admit that the mere feeling of unity in all life has al-

ways been accompanied by the effort to see that which was felt.

They will also admit that this effort has been quickly followed by

some image, some icon, which revealed to the intellectual vision,

in some form, however imperfect, the content of the great aspiration.

Modern life has not eradicated this tendency. It was as strong in

Rationalism as it was in Romanticism, and it is as active in scien-

tific Realism as it was in Romanticism. This only must be borne

in mind: the method of meeting the intellectual demand of every

stage of religious experience varies with the ages. Novalis and his

fellow poets clung to the imagery of a past religious experience.

Schleiermacher rejected iconography and the attempt at intellectual

representation. He, however, paid his tribute to the modern spirit

when he preached the community of feeling as the determinant of

the religious reality of the individual. Modern life, in turn, de-

manded in those days and still continues to demand, something

more than personification and something more than community of

feeling. It demanded, and demands to-day, a community of scien-

tific experience and the presentment of the infinite reality in terms

of this common experience.
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BV WILLIAM J. ROK.

WE were married in 1869; our daughter—Clare we have always

called her, though she was named Clara, after her mother

—

was born in 1870, and was married and living near us, while our only

son, Walter, born in 1874, lived at home.

Walter was cashier in a suburban branch of the bank.

His habits were extremely regular, and he was, moreover, engaged

to be married to a girl of whom we had all grown fond. Walter had

his latch key and came and went as he pleased. Sometimes when a

late entertainment, theatre party, or even press of business was likely

to detain him, he would mention the fact of his probable absence,

telling his mother "not to worry if he did not turn up at breakfast"

;

but usually he said nothing, and Clara never worried, knowing that

in such cases Walter went to a hotel for the night.

For these reasons, when one morning Walter did not appear at

the breakfast table, neither of us felt the least anxiety. It was my
habit to glance over the daily paper while sipping my cup of coffee.

That morning Clara happened to speak of Walter's betrothed:

"Eleanor is a sweet girl," she was saying, "yet I cannot help won-

dering how she would stand any sudden reverse of fortune," when

mv eyes fell upon this, in bold, black headlines : "Defalcation in

the Harwick branch of the National Bank—Cashier Walter

Galbraith a Defaulter."

I need not describe the miserable details of the next few days.

It was all true ; wretchedly true ; Walter, our own boy Walter, had

brought that disgrace upon us. When I read that startling headline

I made an excuse and left the breakfast room. Alone I read the ac-

count through—the long column, full of brazen horrors—the crim-

inal act, the cowardly flight, the successful evasion of the process of

law. With Walter's mother lying stupefied with her grief and hu-

miliation ; with poor Clare, half frantic in her own agony, making
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futile effort at consolation, was it less or more deplorable that Wal-

ter had fled beyond the jurisdiction of the state, beyond—as I knew
—the chances of extradition? In a later edition of the daily there

was more told ; the door bell had been rung a dozen times, and the

reporters—though I never saw one—had "written up" what they

called "the heart-rending scenes in the defaulter's family." There

was an editorial, too. in which the greatest wonder was expressed

as to the motive for the crime

:

"Thus far (so the editorial was worded) not a particle of evi-

dence has been brought forward to show what disposition has been

made of the stolen funds ; it seems to be admitted that Walter Gal-

braith, Jr., had none of what are commonly called 'bad habits'; he

neither drank nor gambled ; was engaged to be married, it is well

known, to Miss Eleanor, daughter of Hon. John Bradish ; in short,

had every inducement to a perfectly correct life. And yet, he is a

defaulter. Why? The answer is not to be found in any facts that

have thus far come to light, or. we may add, are likely to come to

light. We ask the question seriously, soberly—why is this young

man a defaulter?

"Theology tells us of something called 'total depravity,' and of

another, or the same, something called 'original sin,' and science

—

the science of psychology, yet 'in its manger,' has begun to give us

hints of an element of certainty in 'heredity.'

"Perhaps here may be found the solution of the difficult problem

of motive ; perhaps, even it may be centuries backward in the past,

some degenerate ancestor of this young criminal betrayed a trust, so

filling his veins that in him the virus—the 'black drop,' burst without

volition, unbidden and unwanted.'"

Our friends—and we had many that we considered real friends

—were most sympathetic ; our rector. Dr. Wainwright, perhaps more

helpful in his sympathy than any other. Candidly I had never

sought the "consolation of religion." but to my wife and daughter

his words were the greatest consolation as he prayed with them fer-

vently for the "erring one," and besought for his sin "absolution

and remission." To me he spoke of insanity—that "temporary in-

sanity," available often, I cannot doubt, as a plea for an act of sud-

den passion; but—who does feel instinctively?—hopelessly unten-

able to extenuate premediated crime. The substance of those edito-

rial remarks concerning "heredity," seeming to cast the burden of

guilt back upon some ancestral sinner, the good doctor made haste

to repudiate as contrary to "the Gospel."

One afternoon, about a week after the exposure, I was sitting
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with Dr. Wainwright in our library when the servant brought in a

card
—"Miss Bradish." Clare was with her mother up stairs, so I

saw Eleanor in the library alone with the rector. What occurred

was hardly unexpected—the formal card, so at variance with her

usual ways—gave ample warning. Remember, I do not in the least

blame Eleanor Bradish ; she was perfectly justified in breaking the

engagement.

"I would have written," she said hurriedly, and evidently pre-

pared for "an ordeal," "but—what was there to say? What could I

say? Walter—I mean Mr. Galbraith—-has written; he admits every-

thing, and; well, Mrs. Galbraith sent to ask if I were ill. I thought

it best—my mother thought it best—to call. Of course I am very

sorry for you, Mr. Galbraith, and for your wife and Clare. Of

course (she repeated nervously) 1 am sorry."

Mr. Wainwright relieved me of any necessity for reply. "My
dear Eleanor," he said quietly and familiarly as to one whom he had

known from her cradle, "you say that Walter has written. I am
sure his father would like to know—has he told you that full resti-

tution has been, or is to be, made?"

"Yes, Oh yes!" said Eleanor, "yes, he said that—"

"And that he is truly penitent?"

"Penitent!" she replied quickly, her tone sharp and harsh and

her eyes snapping. "Well, he might be penitent, Dr. Wainwright;

I sincerely hope he is penitent, for his sake I hope so. But what

good will his penitence do now ? Can it wipe out the disgrace to me ?"

"Perhaps," suggested the rector, rather hopelessly, "perhaps he

did not realize the nature of his sin
—

"

"Realize !" she exclaimed impetuously, "it was his duty to have

realized. No, there is no excuse for him—none. Actually, I don't

know what the man can be made of. He writes that he is—what he

calls—bewildered ; that he doesn't know why he did what he did

;

that the opportunity came—so he goes on, page after page, and ends

by saying that he is sure that I will understand—that he relies upon

my sympathy
—

"

"And do you not sympathize, my dear child?" asked the doctor,

mournfully.

"Sympathize? Oh! in a way—yes, I suppose, as a Christian

woman, I am bound to feel sympathy. But yet, how can I feel

much? Why, doctor!" she burst out, passionately, "he begs me to

forgive him—he even seems to imagine that I would marry him."

"I suppose," said the doctor wearily, "that that is now impos-

sible?"
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"Impossible !" she cried, scornfully. "I should think so. Surely

you cannot imagine that I would marry a thief ?"

"Eleanor!" said the doctor, sternly, "you are forgetting his

father."

She started slightly, and her face crimsoned. "I beg your par-

don, Mr. Galbraith," she said, not very graciously, "I had forgotten

that you were in the room."

Forgotten ! Yes, both of us had forgotten ; Miss Bradish in the

mad delirium of her wild justice—a justice none could gainsay

—

and I in a depth of misery too deep for words. There was but little

more said, and this blurred to both hearing and consciousness. When
at last Eleanor went away. Doctor Wainwright turned pityingly to

me. "I fear," he said, soothingly, "that this has been too much for

you, my friend; you seem to be completely stunned."

Yes, I was stunned. How could it be otherwise—holding alone

the knowledge of my boy's innocence, conscious of his integrity and

another's guilt ? Stunned ! Who would not have been so ? If

only I could have spoken ; but well I knew how hopeless would any

words of mine be. I do not remember, but I think—staggering un-

der the blow—that I must have said something to this effect to Dr.

Wainwright, for I recall his saying with unutterable sadness : "My
poor friend. Oh ! my poor friend."

Perhaps the good man thought me mad—that my terrible trou-

ble had been too much for the fine fibre of my brain. But I was not

mad.

Many remember, some to their sorrow, others that from that

period dated the founding of their family fortune—the disastrous

panic of 1872. There was then a most extraordinary fall in prices

of even the most conservative securities ; for three days—to avert

utter ruin to all—for three entire days the doors of the Stock Ex-

change were closed ; there was loss and disaster everywhere, and

none could know or hope to forecast at all the future. The worst,

perhaps—worse even than the terrible scaling down of values—was

the gambling mania consequent upon the general demoralization,

several of the stocks previously active beginning to fluctuate vio-

lently. At that time I was note-teller in the Northern State National

Bank, then, as now, one of the strongest financial instituions of the

country. When the panic broke out I had been married about three

years. I had managed to save out of my salary something like ten

thousand dollars, and this had been invested in the house that we

occupied far up town.

My wife's father was president of the Railway, and was
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reputed to be a very rich man. As a rule he was extremely reticent

about his business affairs ; but one night in the midst of the very

worst of the panic, he came to our house, and while my wife was up

stairs after dinner with little Clare, he gave me his confidence. As

men are often impelled to do in sudden straits, he was impelled to

relieve his mind rather than in the hope of any counsel in what was

really a serious difficulty. Briefly, he was what is called "long" of

the stock of his own company. That is, in addition to his own hold-

ings, he had bought "on a margin" many thousand shares at a price

which, if he were now obliged to sell, would ruin him.

That night I confess to much more wakefulness than usual. I

had never been a man to "wait for dead men's shoes," but it now oc-

curred to me with tremendous force how great would be our loss if

my father-in-law became insolvent. For some time past we had sen-

sibly increased our expenditures chiefly on account of his liberality

to Clara. She was his only child, and there seemed no reason why I

should not accept willingly and gratefully what was so freely of-

fered. At this very time I had gone to considerable expense—hav-

ing a new bath room, steam heat introduced, and so on, reckoning

upon our customary Christmas gift. It was with actual alarm that

I thought of the chances of this amount not being forthcoming. I

summed up what our improvements would be likely to cost. The

aggregate, about three thousand dollars—exactly my year's salary

—

filled me with nervous apprehension.

The next day I was early at the bank, and as soon after ten as

a pretext could be made, slipped out to look at the quotation of the

R. R. on the ticker. This stood at 28^, an eighth above the

closing price of the previous day. ^efore the crisis the stock had sold

quite above par, but had dropped at once like lead. I knew the stock

to be( as everyone did) in normal times a good six per cent, invest-

ment stock. Now, however, no one could tell how low it might

fall. If it fell to 25, my father-in-law had told me, he would be

called upon to make his margins good, and that he saw not the

slightest prospect of being able to do so.

Just before noon, when a talkative customer came in saying

"things are getting worse and worse; the bottom's dropped out of

everything," I felt myself actually giddy with dismay. However,

when I went out to lunch the tape showed R. R. Common at

about the same figure as at the opening. At three o'clock the closing

price was 27^ bid.

In that time of excitement Ihe gamblers were not satisfied to

quit at the close of ordinary business hours. I knew that there would
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be many to keep up the feverish work far into the night ; so after otir

late dinner I went around to "The Sutherland," in whose lobby I

found spirited bidding going on for the more active securities. Sud-

denly someone offered to sell a thousand shares of R. R. Com-
mon at 27^, the closing quotation on the Exchange. There were no

takers; then followed quickly offers at 3^, ^, 34* z^- 27, and still

no sign of a buyer. What this man's object was I do not know; he

was acting probably under instructions to depress the stock in the

interest of the "shorts." I was talking at the time to an acquaint-

ance, a member of the Exchange, and a very conservative dealer,

who confined himself exclusively to a strictly commission business.

"By Jove!" he exclaimed, when the offer touched 27, "that is

'bed-rock,' sure enough—the best purchase I know of ; it almost

tempts me. Why, that stock is dead sure to be back to 50 within a

fortnight, and like as not back to par before the month is out."

What mania seized me I cannot say ; but on the spur of the moment
I told my friend to buy me a thousand. In a breath the transaction

was completed, and I went home having obligated myself to put up

ten thousand dollars the following day, without having at my com-

mand as much as a tenth of the amount.

When the thought first occurred to me to write this true (too

true) narrative, it was my intention to have related in detail the ex-

act method by which I availed myself of the funds of the bank (for

that was what happened) in order to make my account good with

the broker. But this, on sober second thought, I have concluded to

leave unsaid. Happily since then the system of bank bookkeeping

has been so far bettered that the particular method employed by me
is no longer possible. But—there are yet "others."

Not only did I abstract enough to make a deposit of my margin,

but sufficient to greatly increase my holdings. For these additional

purchases I gave the broker the full margins in cash, and he went

over at once to the Exchange to fill the order. In a few minutes he

returned, manifestly much excited.

"I have bought your stock," he said, "though I had to pay 28.

You're in luck's way, I guess; at any rate someone's booming it.

Before I left the floor R. R. Common was up to 28^. Come

over to the ticker ; let's see what it is now."

Trembling wath nervousness I let the tape glide through my
fingers. The record, fresh from the Exchange : R. R. Common

30, 30^, %,y2, (skipping a fraction) %, 31 • Then, while I watched,

under my very eyes, the movement began to dart upward, no longer

by fractions, but whole points—32, 33, 34, '5, '6. It was no ordinary
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rally, no common recovery. Some power (I believe it was never

positively traced) in finance had come into the market, and was now
mercilessly "squeezing the shorts." At 38, at which price the stock

stood at 2 .-30 p. m., I had cleared much more than enough to make
good my deficit. Imagine the eagerness with which I hastened to

get the cash and to restore what 1 had taken, and imagine too—if

you can—the delirium of joy, with which at first no pang of con-

science mingled, contemplating the possession of thousands of shares

of the stock "on velvet."

My father-in-law had failed to make his margins good (for the

stock had gone below 25 early in the day), and that night on my re-

turn home I found the old man there, "all broken up," and poor

Clara on the verge of hysterics. It forms no part of this story (if

it may be called a story) to relate with what duplicity I managed in

the way of gradually softening the blow. But I may say right here

that I had "cleared up" over $300,000.00.

In the following November I sent in my resignation as note-tel-

ler to the directors. As such matters inevitably will it had leaked out

that my profits during the panic had been large. I may, of course,

have been mistaken. But it is my belief that the president and prob-

ably the entire board had some vague ill-defined apprehension that

there might be something wrong in my accounts. For some days,

while the expert accountants were busy over my books, I knew my-
self to have been "shadowed." As I gave no sign of apprehension,

and especially as everything was found in admirable shape at the

bank, my reputation did not suffer.

About Christmas time I received an invitation to meet the Board

of Directors "socially" at the bank. It was with no qualms (at least

of fear) that I accepted the invitation. The greeting I received was

remarkably cordial. We smoked and chatted (after a little "spread")

and some jokes were made at my having ceased to be a "day-laborer"

and joined the ranks of "bloated bond-holders,"—a favorite expres-

sion then, but now that the "trusts" and "industrials" have come,

quite antique. After a while the president laid down his cigar, got

upon his feet, and after some preliminary coughs, began what proved

to be quite a speech. He himself (he said) was in a position to

know, and he was sure (here he bowed and beamed at his associates

in the directorate) that all connected with the institution knew, that

having lost my invaluable services the bank had sustained a loss not

to be measured by mere money. He trusted, however,—they all

trusted—that I would pardon them for giving due expression to

their feelings. So he went on, and at last, having alluded feelingly
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to my "faithful and honorable services, as notable for ability as they

had been for the strictest integrity," produced after some fumbling,

from an inside pocket what he designated as "a. small token of their

high appreciation." This token was in the form of a small scroll,

elegantly engrossed and illuminated, containing sentiments similar

to those which had been orally expressed. With the scroll was a

check to my order for $5,000.00.

With some natural diffidence, but without perceptible embar-

rassment, I made the proper acknowledgements for this munificent

offering, accepting modestly the scroll, but declining absolutely the

gift of money, protesting that it was from no lack of respect, but

that I had done only my duty.

Yet all the while that I was protesting, an undercurrent of cyni-

cal emotion filled my mind. How great, I thought, must the relief

of those worthy gentlemen have been to discover, by the laborious

investigations of their accountants, that I had not been a defaulter.

When these matters had been settled (with some difficulty, for

they were very urgent) I begged to volunteer a trifle in the way of

counsel. I then proceeded to explain at considerable length how
such and such things might be made to happen in the hardly sup-

posable case that a dishonest man had access to the cash in my de-

partment; how cash could be abstracted, accounts juggled with, and

wool pulled over everybody's eyes—bank examiners and all. In

short, while relating a purely hypothetical case, "gave the whole

thing away." You may easily believe that I caused something of

a sensation. When I concluded, the president, almost gasping at

the ease with which peculation could have been carried out, arose

again to say that he "voiced the sentiments of the entire board and

of every shareholder in saying that I had added to the bank's in-

debtedness to me tenfold."

It is very far from my intention to inflict upon you any moral

reflections ; the style of acceptable "fiction" comes and goes, but al-

ways the thing of ugliness is a horror. You who read this have,

one and all. being human, "secret sins" of your own; none, perhaps,

as flagrant ; none perhaps liable, as mine did, "to find you out" with

such malignant cruelty. Say, if you please, that mine was a singu-

larly good stroke of luck; delude yourselves with the sophistry that

the "tracks were well covered up," yet I assure you it is with no

specious causistry that for so manv years I have succeeded in dulling

the blade of relentless thought. The money that has surrounded my
family with lavish luxury; that enabled me to provide abundantly
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for my wife's father till the day of his death ; that I have strewn in

charity—none of it has been my own—it was all stolen.

At first I did not realize this ; even, perhaps, "blasphemously"

hugged the delusion that it was even "providential." For as much
as a year the joy predominated over the sting. After that, little by

little, the stings came more and more frequently and with increasing

venom. Something would occur, some casual word, something on

a printed page, something in the way of suggestion. By the end of

the second year what I may call the habit of remorse quite mastered

me. Never since then have I been wholly beyond the shadow of

my crime ; never have I awakened from even the most refreshing

sleep but the thought of my guilt confronted me. In winter the

sleigh bells jangled to the refrain: "You thief, you thief," and in

the August nights the katy-dids chirped the same : "You thief, you

thief!" It was, you say, morbid; yes, it was morbid, but very, very

real. Do not think that it required the blow of my boy's crime to

arouse the sense of the criminal in me. No, it was long before.

Towards the close of that second year, Walter was born. He was a

well grown lad—fifteen or so—before my attention was called to

the possibilities of a development of evil in him. Then it was because

of a lecture that I attended. After that I watched the development

of his character with painful interest. At a large boarding school

that Walter attended one of the boys was caught, red-handed, steal-

ing. The paragraph in the daily (it was a "special") mentioned no

names, but for some hours I was sure it must have been my son.

But why need I go on? You know what happened. When we re-

moved to a city of the Far West to be with our boy and help him to

"live it down," there were many to say that we had been too lenient,

too ready to forgive. Others loudly praised what they called my
"noble conduct." What care I?—blame or praise are both indiffer-

ent to me. Walter knows and he has forgiven. I would have told

his mother, but he implored me not, so I have kept silent, yielding

for his sake to spare her some last lingering faith that all was not

amiss with the world.

And all is not amiss. The world is right ; the eternal steadfast

laws are right. As a story, mine is woefully—even willfully—de-

fective. From the standpoint of a casual reader not a ray of light

touches the horror and the gloom. I offer it, however, to no casual

reader, offending none with any obstructive moral reflections ; of-

fering it—with Walter's "vicarious atonement," his mother's faith,

and this crucifixion of myself, in proof that though penalty to law

must be exact, pardon and peace may be found.
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THE SYMBOLS OF GOD.

Men say ; God is a tree,

With roots in hell, and branches in the sky;

Men are the leaves, which falling downward, die,

Again to grow ; content to breathe and be

For some scant seasons in eternity.

Men say: God is a sea.

Embracing all the world, and men, as waves,

Leap to the crests of never-resting graves,

A part of the great ocean, bond, yet free.

And one brief moment holding life in fee.

Men say: God is a fire.

Illumining and consuming with a flash

These human sparks that for an instant clash

Against each other in a vain desire

For love and glory ere the light expire.

Dudley W. Walton.

A CORRECTION.

To the Editor of The Open Court:

In the article upon "The Ainu," printed in the March number of The

Open Court, the following statement occurs (p. 163): "....the Japanese

authorities tried to frustrate the project" (of bringing a group of the Ainu

to the St. Louis Exposition). This is a mistake. Before I left America last

year, Mr. Ota, the acting Commissioner General at St. Louis, and the Japanese

Minister at Washington, both took a hearty interest in my planned expedition

and supplied me with strong letters to the Tokyo officials. Although I

reached Tokyo on the very day upon which war was declared against Russia

—when a lack of interest in my errand might have been readily excused—

I

found the warmest interest and the promptest and fullest aid. At Tokyo,

Mr. Tejima, the Commissioner-general, and Baron Matsudaira, Vice-presi-

dent of the Commision, and at Sapporo Baron Sonoda, Governor of the

Hokkaido, met all my requests immediately and heartily. It would be in-

excusable for me to permit the statement quoted to pass uncontradicted.

Chicago, March 3, 1905. Frederick Starr.
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ADOLPH BASTIAN: AN OBITUARY.

Adolph Bastian, the indefatigable explorer, the coryphaeus of ethnology,

and the father of the great national Museum fiir Volkcrkunde at Berlin, died

on March 3d of this year at the advanced age of seventy-eight. He was
visiting the island of Trinidad, while on a journey which he had undertaken
in behalf of his scientific investigations, and was taken sick while on a trip

to Grenada and Venezuela. On the second of February the German Consul
was informed of his serious condition, and Mr. Bastian was placed in the

care of the Colonial Hospital of Trinidad. The Consul visited him repeatedly,

and it so happened that the famous traveller died in the arms of the repre-

sentative of his country.

We published in June, 1904, an appreciative article on Adolph Bastian's

work, and we feel ourselves indebted to the deceased for the various cour-

tesies which he extended to The Open Court during his lifetime, and also

personally to the Editor.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Ideals of Science and Faith. Essays by Various Authors. Edited by

The Rev. J. E. Hand. New York: Longmans, Green &. Co. London:
George Allen. 1904. Pp. xix, 2>22,- Price, $1.60.

The editor of this book is anxious to find a conciliation between science

and religion, and so he collects a number of essays by various authors who
show the tendency of a mutual approach. The contributors of this symposium
are: Sir Oliver Lodge, Principal of the LIniversity of Birmingham; Prof.

J. Arthur Thomson, Natural History Department, University of Aberdeen;
Prof. Patrick Geddes, University Hall, Edinburgh

; John H. Muirhead, Pro-

fessor of Philosophy, LIniversity of Birmingham ; Victor V. Branford, Honor-
ary Secretary of the Sociological Society ; Hon. Bertrand Russell, author of

The Principles of Mathematics; The Rev. John Kelman, author of The Faith

of Robert Louis Stevenson ; The Rev. Donald Bayne, editor Hooker's Lazvs

of Ecclesiastical Polity; The Rev. Philip Napier Waggett, author of Science

and Religion; Wilfrid Ward, author of Witnesses to the Unseen.

The spirit of the editor is expressed in his comment made in the Preface

:

"That the feud between Religion and Science will wholly disappear is

perhaps more than can be hoped for under present circumstances ; but on all

sides is a growing recognition that the ideals common to both Religion and

Science are not only numerous, but are indeed the very ideals for which

the nobler spirits on both sides care most. Hence it is that men of science

and theologians alike evince an increasing desire for mutual toleration, some-

times even for some measure of co-operation, if not positive alliance. That

is a position from which the deepest and most practical minds on both sides

have never been far removed."

As to the contributors we can only say that, contradictory though they

may be among themselves, we see much in all of them to admire and to

sympathise with, but no one of them presents a solution that would prove

satisfactory to both the man of religious sentiment and the truly rigorous

scientist. Prof. Bertrand Russell is perhaps the most radical, yet his "Ethical
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Approach of a Conciliation between Religion and Science" will be most dis-

appointing to religious devotees. Yet, after all, Prof. Oliver Lodge's word
with which he concludes his essay, remains true: "The region of religion

and the region of a completer science are one."

Resist not Evil. By Clarence S. Darroiu. Chicago : The Hammersmark
Publishing Co. 1904. Pp. 179. Price, 75 cents.

Mr. Clarence S. Darrow, an author of no mean power, has been so in-

fluenced by Tolstoy that he adopts his theory of non-resistance and applies

it to all the several provinces of life. He depicts his views in an interesting

booklet entitled Resist not Evil, in which he claims that the nature of the

State is usurpation. He says

:

"Every government since then has used its power to divide the earth

amongst the favored few and by force and violence to keep the toiling, patient,

suffering millions from any portion of the common bounties of the world."

Our armies have no other purpose than to sustain the government in its

unjust policy. Our government therefore is sometimes to be despised and con-

demned, and especiall}' its theory of crime and punishment is to be abolished.

Mr. Darrow says

:

"The student who is interested in the subject of criminology, and wishes

to carefully investigate crime and punishment, will find that most of the

great historians, philosophers, and thinkers will amply corroborate the views

herein set forth, as to the cause of crime, and the evil and unsatisfactory

results of punishment."

His main principle is expressed in the concluding words

:

"Hatred, bitterness, violence, and force can bring only bad results—they

leave an evil stain on every one they touch. No human soul can be rightly

reached except through charity, humanity, and love."

Richard Strauss is a new star rising on the musical horizon, and the

German musical magazine Die Musik has devoted a special number to his

compositions as well as his personality. This will be of great interest to all

lovers of music, and especially to those who were fortunate enough to

hear him in his recent tour through the United States. The contents of this

special Strauss number are varied, consisting of articles by the New York
m.usical critic James Huneker, as well as Dr. Alfred Guttmann, Prof. Karl

Schmalz, and Wilhelm Klatte, who treat Strauss in his different aspects as

a composer. In addition to these treatises, there is a series of very interest-

ing portraits, caricatures and other pictures of Strauss himself, his father,

and other persons of interest connected with his life.

The present war has suggested to Count Hans von Konigsmarck, a

former military attache of Germany to Japan, the idea to publish his remi-

niscences under the title Japan und die Japanesen (Allgemeiner Verein fiir

deutsche Literatur, Berlin, 1904), and the little volume makes an attractive

book with twenty-seven illustrations and two maps. The Count tells of his

arrival in Japan and his journey from Tokyo to Niko; he describes the city

of Niko and its surroundings, Yezzo, Tokyo, etc., and finally the imperial

manoeuvre of the Japanese army. Pie gives an account of ancient Japan, its

medisevalism and its knighthood, of Japanese women, of the Mikado and
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and his wife, of the Japanese love of the cherry blossom, and the chrysan-
themum, Japanese art and religion, especially their ancestor worship, their

peculiar conception of honor, Japanese patriotism and policy, its military

accomplishments, and kindred topics. Among the pictures we find the author
with other military attaches, a portrait of the Emperor, Japanese types, Japa-
nese landscapes, towns and temples, and the great Buddha of Kamakura.

The book contains many undiplomatic statements and though its tone

is kind, almost condescending, it is sometimes unjustly sarcastic. For in-

stance. General F'ukushima's long distance ride through Russia is spoken of

with ridicule and its genuineness doubted. We trust that the author would
be glad to revise and correct in a second edition many passages in which he

failed to take the Japanese seriously or to appreciate their accomplishments

;

yet, in spite of several such shortcomings, the book is pleasant reading and
will he welcome to those interested in the country of the Rising Sun.

NOTES.

Professor Leuba of Bryn Mawr, Pa., takes especial interest in the psy-

chology of religion. His name is probably known to our readers through

contributions to both The Motiist and The Open Court, and also through

his psychological investigations. His method consists in collecting materials

from a great number of people, and he is grateful for any information that

a serious person is willing to give him. He promises strict discretion and

will make no use of data thus received e.xcept anonymously and for strictly

scientific purposes. He wishes the Editor of The Open Court to publish the

following questionnaire, to which, accordingly, we take pleasure in giving

publicity

:

"A great many persons who no longer accept Christianity as their faith,

nevertheless continue to regard themselves as, in some sense, religious. What
becomes of religious life when the traditional forms of Christianity are gone,

is a question which is giving thought to many. To deal profitably with this

problem, one should have definite information as to the actual religious

needs, feelings, beliefs, and hopes of those who have left behind the Chris-

tian doctrines.

"Will you not jot down whatever answer you can make to the following

questions, evert though it should be nothing more than a negative? Any se-

riously considered answer expressing the condition of the writer himself

—

not his theoretical opinions—would be a valuable answer.

"i. What needs, desires, hopes, or beliefs do you have which you would

call religious?

"2. Do you attempt to satisfy these needs and feed these hopes? If so,

in what way; if not, why not?

"The answers need not be signed. When given, the names will be kept

strictly confidential.

"Address the answers to Prof. J. H. Leuba, Bryn Mawr, Pa."
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Their Doctrines and Liturgy, Their Struggle zuith Christianity, Mithraic Art, etc. By
FRANZ CUMONT, Professor in the University of Ghent, Belgium,. Translated by

THOMAS J. McCORMACK. With jo illustrations and a m,ap of the Roman Empire.

Pp., circa 2^0. Price, $1.^0 net (6s. 6d.J. This ruork is a sketch of one of the m,ost

important but historically m.ost neglected religious Tnovements of the Rom,an Empire.

Mithraism, zuas the rival of Christianity, and greatly resembled the latter religion. The

story of the struggle betzveen the tzuo creeds, here told in its entiretyfor thefirst time, is

unm.atched in its thrilling interest.

Professor Cum.ont zuent to great expense and trouble in the preparation of the re-

searches of zuhich this zvork is a summ^ary. It represents years of labor and travel and
throzus an entirely nevu light on the interesting life of the Roman world in the first cen-

turies of the Christian era.

The Open Court Publisking Company, Chicago

1322 Wabash Ave.

LONDON: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner 6- Co.
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NAPOLEON
MYTH

By HENRY RIDGELY EVANS

EETEEAT FEOM MOSCOW

CONTAINING A REPRINT OP

"The Grand Erratum," The Non-Existence of

Napoleon Proved

BY JKAN-BAPTISTE PERES, AND AN INTRODUCTION BY DR. PAUL CARUS

Peice 75 Cents, Net. (3s. 6d. Net.)

CHICAGO

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
LONDON AGENTS

KEGAN, PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER & CO., Ltd.



"Give me not, God, that blind, fool faith in my friend, that sees no evil xohere

evil is, but give me, O God, that sublime belief, that seeing evil I yet have faith.''

My Little Book of Prayer
BY MURIEL STRODE

If you want to know the greatness of a soul and the true mastery of life, apply

to The Open Court Publishing Company for a slip of a book by Muriel Strode

entitled simply "My Little Book of Prayer." The modern progress of

sovereign mind and inner divinity from the -narrow cell of the ascetic to the

open heaven of man, made in God's own image, is triumphantly shown in it,

yet a self-abnegation and sacrifice beyond anything that a St. Francis or a

Thomas a'Kerapis ever dreamed of glorifies the path. To attempt to tell what

a treasure-trove for the struggling soul is in this little volume M'ould be im-

possible without giving it complete, for every paragraph marks a milestone on

the higher way. That the best of all modern thought and reUgion is garnered

in it, its very creed proclaims

:

Not one holy day but seven;
Worshiping, not at the call of a bell, but at the call of my soul;

Singing, not at the baton's swaj-, but to the rhythm in my heart;

Loving because I must;
Doing for the joy of it.

Some one who has "entered in" sends back to us this inspiring prayer book,

and to seize its spirit and walk in the light of it would still the moan and

bitterness of human lives, as the bay wTeath ends the toilsome struggle in

the hero's path. Measure the height attained in this one reflection for the

weary army of the unsuccessful: "He is to rejoice with exceeding great joy

who plucks the fruit of his planting, but his the divine anointing who watched

and waited, and toiled, and prayed, and failed—and can jet be glad." Or
this, in exchange for the piping cries of the unfortunate: "I do not bemoan
misfortune. To me there is no misfortune. I welcome whatever comes; I go

out gladly to meet it." Cover all misfortune, too, with this master prayer:

"O God, whatever befall, spare me that supreme calamity—let no after-

bitterness settle down with me. Misfortune is not mine tmtil that hour."

Here, too, is the triumph of the unconquerable mind: "The earth shall yet

surrender to him and the fates shall do his will who marches on, though the

promised land proved to be but a mirage and the day of deliverance was

canceled. The gods shall yet anoint him and the morning stars shall sing."

And this the true prayer for the battlefield: "I never doubt my strength to

bear whatever fate maj' bring, but, oh! that I may not go down before that

which I bring myself."

Nuggets of pure gold like these abound in this mine of the mind which the

victorious author has opened for us. To seek it out swiftly and resolve its

great wealth for himself should be the glad purpose of the elect. And who
are not the elect in the light of its large teaching? To claim them in spite of

themselves is its crowning lesson. "It is but common to believe in him who
believes in himself, but, oh! if you would do aught uncommon, believe in him
who does not believe in himself—restore the faith to him."

—

St Loiiis Globe-

Democrat, March 5.

Printed on Strathmore Japan Paper, Gilt Top, Cloth, $1. Alexis Paper, Bds. 50c Postpaid

The Open Court Publishing Co., 1322 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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BLOOMING CHERRY TREES AT ASUKAYAMA, TOKYO

Printed on Best Paper. Profusely Illustrated. Sixty Pages. Board

Cover with Cloth Back. Octavo. Price 50 Cents (2s. 6d. net)

Chicago

The Open Court Publishing Company
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THE JAPANESE FLORAL CALENDAR

#r-^^^ im^ ff

A MORNING-GLORY SELLER

Two well-known poems about the morning-glory, taken

from T/ie Jcqjcinese Floral Calendar run as follows:

Each morn, when the dawn brightens into joy,

The morning-glorv renews it's beautiful flowers,

And continues blooming long in this way,

To give us hope and peace that wither not."

Oh, for the heart

Of the morning-glory

!

Which, though its bloom is for a single hour,

Is the same as that of the fir-tree,

Which lives a thousand years."

Press Comments
The book gives an interesting glimpse of a side of Japanese life which is

full of attraction, but which is likely to escape the Occidental.

Eagle, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The many illustrations of Japanese gardens, picnic scenes and flowers

are of exquisite beauty. Onward, Toronto, Canada



Species and Varieties:
Their Origin by Mutation

By Hugo de Vries
Professor of Botany in the University of Amsterdam

Edited by Daniel Trembly MacDougal, Assistant

Director of the New York Botanical Garden
xxiii+ 830 pages

^^HE belief has prevailed for more than half

a century that species are changed into new
types very slowly and that thousands of

years were necessary for the development

of a new type of animal or plant. After

twenty years of arduous investigation Professor de Vries

has announced that he has found that new species originat-

ed suddenly by jumps, or by "mutations," and in conjunc-

tion with this discovery he offers an explanation of the

qualities of living organisms on the basis of the concep-

tion of unit-characters. Important modifications are also

proposed as to the conceptions of species and varieties as

well as of variability, inheritance, atavism, selection and

descent in general.

The announcement of the results in question has excited

more interest among naturalists than any publication

since the appearance of Darwin's Origin of Species, and

marks the beginning of a new epoch in the history of

evolution. Professor de Vries was in\-ited to deliver a series

of lectures upon the subject at the University of California

during the summer of 1904, and these lectures are offered

to a public now thoroughly interested in modern ideas of

evolution.

The contents of the book include a readable and orderly

recital of the facts and details which furnish the basis for

the mutation-theory of the origin of species. All of the

more important phases of heredity and descent come in

for a clarifying treatment that renders the volume

extremely readable to the amateur as well as to the trained

biologist. The more reliable historical data are cited and



the results obtained by Professor de Vries in the Botanical

Garden at Amsterdam during twenty years of observations

are described.

Not the least important service rendered by Professor

de Vries in the preparation of these lectures consists in the

indication of definite specific problems that need investi-

gation, many of which may be profitably taken up by any-

one in a small garden. He has rescued the subject of

evolution from the thrall of polemics and brought it once

more within reach of the great mass of naturalists, any one

of whom may reasonably hope to contribute something

to its advancement by orderly observations.

The text of the lectures has been revised and rendered

into a form suitable for permanent record by Dr. D. T.

IMacDougal who has been engaged in researches upon the

subject for several years, and who has furnished substan-

tial proof of the mutation theory of the origin of species by

his experimental investigations carried on in the New
York Botanical Gardens.

Price, postpaid $5.00 ( 21s.) net. xxiii -f- 830 pages, 8 vo., cloth, gilt top

The Open Court Publishing Company
1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.

.190-

The Open Court Publishing Co.

1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Ge7it/emen

:

Please enter an order
,
for the undersigned for cop of

Hugo de Vries^ Species and Varieties, Their Origin by Mutation,^

^

at $5.00 per copy, for which find enclosed

for $ Address the book asfollotvs:



The

Gods of the Egyptians
OR

Studies in Egyptian Mythology
BY

E. A. WALLIS BUDGE, M. A., Litt. D., D. Lit.

KEEPER OP THE EGYPTIAN AND ASSYRIAN ANTIQUITIES
IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

A Description of the Eg>-ptian Pantheon based upon original research; method-
ical, thorough, and up-to-date m every respect.

It is unique, and the probability is that the work will soon become rare.

The original edition consisted of 1500 copies, but a disastrous fire in the bindery
destroyed 500 of them, thus limiting the edition to 1000 copies. As the color plates
were printed at great cost by lithographic process, and the drawings on the stones
immediately after destroyed, there is scarcely any probability of replacing the lost

copies by a new edition.

It is published in two volumes, containing, 988 pages, (Volume I, 548 pages;
Volume II, 440 pages), and is richly illustrated with 98 colored plates, averaging
eight impressions each, and 131 specially prepared illustrations in the text.

Two Volumes, Royal Octavo, Library Binding, Price $20.00 Net.

.The author discusses the worship of spirits, demons, gods and other supernatural
beings in Egypt from the Predynastic Period to the tim^ of the introduction of

Christianity into the country. Full use has been made of the results of recent in-

vestigations and discoveries, whereby it has been found possible to elucidate a large

number of fundamental facts connected with the various stages of religious thought
in ancient Egypt, and to assign to them their true position chronologically. The
ancient Libyan cult of the man-god Osiris, with its doctrines of resurrection and
immortalitv' is described at length, and the solar cults, i. e., those of Rii, Amen,
Aten, etc., are fully treated; an interesting feature of the book will be the Chapters

on the Egyptian Underworld and its inhabitants.

The Open Court Publishing Co.

1322-28 Wabash Ave., Chicago



THE BOOK OF THE DEAD
By E. A. WALLIS BUDGE. Three Vols. Price, $3.75 net.

" Very timely and will be received with delight in many quarters. . . .We con-

gratulate all interested in Egyptian literature upon the opportunity of securing

at least this intensely interesting and valuable memorial of the religious beliefs

of a great and a vanished people."

—

Seminary Magazine.

"A reprint in handy form of the third volume of Dr. Budge's elaborate edition

of the Book of the Dead. The learned world is by this time pretty well agreed

as to the value of this translation, and one can only express gratitude to the

publishers for bringing it within the reach of many whom the high price of the

former volume would have prevented from possessing it."

—

American Journal

of Theology.

"Everything has been done here to present to the English reader the Egyptian

funeral texts in a complete and thoroughly intelligible form : and all but spe-

cialists on Egyptian studies will find it to their profit to procure the present ad-

mirable edition."

—

Presbyterian and Reform,ed Revieiv.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ,322^11'a^birAve.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.

A History of Egypt
From the End of the Neolithic Period to the Death of Cleopatra VII., B. C. 30. By E. A.

Wallis Budge, M.A., Litt.D., D.Litt. Keeper of the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities

n the British Museum. Richly Illustrated. In 8 volumes, cloth, $1.25 each.

Vol. i. Egypt in the Neolithic and Archaic Period.

Vol. II. Egypt under the Qreat Pyramid Builders.

Vol.111. Egypt under the Amenembats and Hyk-
sue.

Vol. IV. Egypt and Her Asiatic Empire.

Vol. V. Egypt under Rameses the Qreat.

Vol. VI. Egypt under the Priest Kings and Tanites

and Nubians.

Vol. VII. Egypt under the Saites, Persians and

Ptolemies.

Vol. VIII. Egypt under the Ptolemies and Cleo-

patra Vil.

" The publication of this work, certainly the most complete and exhaustive English his-

tory of the Egyptian Kingdom from the earliest times which we possess, may be said without

undue eulogy to mark an epoch in Egyptological studies in this country."

—

Glasgouu Herald.

" In these volumes we have a graphic history of the period written from a careful study

of their monumental records that have survived the downfall of the nation. They are indis-

pensable to the student of those ancient times, and will make the history of the Old Testa-

ment seem more real."

—

Syracuse Messenger.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ^32r^iL°sh.e.



®1|^ Sttttttg A^t
FRANK FOXCROFT

EDITOR

FOR more than sixty years The Living Age— still known to its

attached constituency as Littell's," from the name of its

founder—has brought to its readers every week the most interest-

ing, important and valuable articles from current English period-

icals. Its range of selection extends from the stately Quarterly"

and Edinburgh"'to Punch, "'and includes all the leading reviews,

magazines and literary and scientific journals. It publishes without

abridgment the best essays, fiction, poetry, travel sketches, liter-

ary, art and musical criticism, historical and biographical papers,

scientific articles, discussions of social, religious and educational

questions, and papers upon PUBLIC AFFAIRS and INTERNA-
TIONAL POLITICS from the ablest writers, together with an

editorial department devoted to Books and Authors."

The variety of sources from which its material is selected en-

ables The Living Age to cover a wider range of authors and subjects

than is possible for any other single magazine. Although it gives

its readers in the course of a year nearly twice as much matter as

is contained in any of the four-dollar monthly magazines, its week-

ly issue of 64 clear and legible pages makes it light and easy to

hold, and enables it to reproduce important articles almost as soon

as they reach this country in the periodicals of their first publication.

The magazine appeals peculiarly to cultivated Americans who

wish to read the best expressions of English thought ; and it was

perhaps never so nearly indispensable as at the present time, when

history is being made so rapidly and Americans are following with

such alert attention the course of international affairs.

The subscription price of The Living Age for one year—includ-

ing more than 3,300 pages— is Six Dollars.

Special: A Trial Subscription of Three Months— thirteen num-

bers, 832 pages— for One Dollar.

Subscriptions may begin with any number.

THE LIVING AGE COMPANY
PUBLISHERS

6 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.



SOME ATTRACTIVE
COMBINED OFFERS

The Ice Age in North America, postpaid $ 5-30

Records of the Past ^ . . ^ 2.00

Bibliotheca Sacra 3-00

^10.30

All Three For $8.00

The Ice Age in North America, postpaid $ 5-30

Bibliotheca Sacra • 3-00

$ 8.30

Both For $6.50

Records of the Past ^ 2.00

Bibliotheca Sacra •
3-00

$ 5.00

Both For $4.00

The Ice Age in North America. "This is without doubt

one of the most important contributions made of late years to the

literature of post-Tertiary geology." The Athentvum (London).

Records of the Past. A monthly periodical publishedat

Washington, D. C, under the editorship of Piof. G. Frederick

Wright,^LL. D., F. G. S. A., with Mr. Frederick Bennett Wright

as assistant, and a number of eminent consulting editors._ Each

number contains thirty-two quarto pages, accompanied with num-

erous elegant illustrations.

Remittances, strictly in advance, may be made by Money Order,

New York Draft, or Registered Letter, to

BIBLIOTHECA SACRA COMPANY
OBERLCV, OfflO, U. S. A.



THE THREEFOLD
PATH TO PEACE

By Xena
Addressed to Disciples

7oc, prepaid 8()c

For those interested in spiritual thinking

and desirous to live the spiritual life enter-

ing into peace, this little book has great

value.—Mind, Feb. lOUo.

Order of MRS. E. ARMSTRONG
oOO West 148th Street, New York, N. Y.

The Soul of Man
An Investigation of the

Facts of Physiological and Ex-
perimental Psychology. By
Dr. Paul Carus. Second,

Revised Edition. With an Ap-
pendix on the latest researches

in Physiology. 182 Diagrams.
Pp., 482. Price, Cloth, $1.50
^6s.) net.

The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago

r
Come for Health

rest, 1^ recuperation — for- pleas-
ure, pure air and the world's
best medicinal waters to

French Lick
West Baden

Springs
The ideal health resorts for the
tired and ailing. A short stay
at one of their superb hotels
and the use of the waters will

renew your health, fortify you
against disease. These health
waters are unequaled in the
treatment of liver, kidney, and
stomacfi disorders.

The twin resorts are delight-

fully situated in Southern In-

diana, on the

MONDN ROUTE
g))(^HIlAGQ .|>IDUH4P0LISt- [

01JISVIlLi pAUWAV ff7^

Write for Ilhtstraled Booklet, giv-
ingfull particulars, hotel rates, etc.

CHAS. II. KOCKWELL
Traffic Maiiaser

FRANK i. REKU
<»en'l Pass. Agent

$2.50

PER YEAR BUDDHISM 75 Cents

PER COPY

AN ILLUSTRATED QUARTERLY REVIEW
EDITED BY

BHIKKHU ANANDA METTEYA

The first number, which appeared in September, 1903, contains con-

tributions from such world-famous Buddhist scholars and sympathisers as

Sir Edwin Arnold, Dr. Giuseppe de Lorenzo, Prof. Rhys Davids, and Dr.

Karl E. Neumann, together with articles by noted native Oriental savants.

Address inquiries to Rev. Kentok Hori, honorary member, 807 Polk

Street, San Franscisco, Cal. For subscriptions, addresS' the society at Ran-

goon, as given below.

Buddhism is the official organ of

THE INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST SOCIETY
HEADQUARTERS, i PAGODA ROAD, RANGOON, BURMA



Geometric Exercises in Paper=Folding

By T. SUNDARA ROW. Edited and revised by W. W. Beman
and D. E. Smith. Pp., x, 148. Price, cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net).

" Simply a revelation in the possibilities of paper-folding."

—

Teachers' histi-

tute, N. Y.

"The editors have performed a genuine service in bringing this work before

our public, and in such neat and attractive form. The twenty-six exquisite

half-tone illustrations with which they have replaced the line drawings of the

original, are a decided enrichment of the volume."

—

Science.

'

' For teachers of elementary geometry the book is really of considerable value,

and it shows in a forcible and tangible way how properties vaguely known to us

by experience are logical and necessary consequences of a few definitions. A
set of colored squares of paper is provided with the book."

—

journal of Physi-

cal Chemistry

.

"A most welcome contribution to concrete geometry, well worthy the attention

of teachers."

—

Charles DeCarmo, Cornell University.

" A helpful and stimulating book for teachers."

—

E. M. Langley, Bedford, Eng.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., ,322^wa^btsTAve

London : Kegaa Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.

'Marguerite"

by Leonard Crunelle.

Height eight inches.

Price $5.00, carriage

extra. Supplied by

The Open Court

Publishing Co.

1322 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO



10 Cents Per Copy $1.00 Per Year

THe Open Court
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine

Devoted to the Science of Religion, The Religion of Science

d* and the Extension of the Religious Parliament Idea, ijf

Science is slowly but surely transforming the world. Science is knowledge
verified ; it is Truth proved ; and Truth will always conquer in the end. The
power of Science is irresistible. Science is the still small voice ; it is not profane,

it is sacred ; it is not human, it is superhuman ; Science is a divine revelation.

Convinced of the religious significance of Science, T/ie Open Court believes

that there is a holiness in scientific truth which is not as yet recognised in its full

significance either by scientists or religious leaders. The scientific spirit, if it

but be a genuine devotion to Truth, contains a remedy for many ills ; it leads the

way of conservative progress and comes not to destroy but to fulfil.

The Open Court on the one hand is devoted to the Science of Religion ; it

investigates the religious problems in the domain of philosophy, psychology, and
history ; and on the other hand advocates the Religion of Science. It believes

that Science can work out a reform within the Churches that will preserve of

religion all that is true, and good, and wholesome.

50 Cents per copy $2.00 per Year

THE MONIST
The Monist is a Quarterly Magazine, devoted to the Philosophy of Science.

Each copy contains 160 pages ; original articles, correspondence from foreign

countries, discussions, and book reviews.

The Monist Advocates tlie
Pliilosophy of Science j^

which is an application of the scientific method to philosophy.

The old philosophical systems were mere air-castles (constructions of abstract

theories,) built in the realm of pure thought. The Philosophy of Science is a

systematisation of positive facts ; it takes experience as its foundation, and uses

the systematised formal relations of experience (mathematics, logic, etc.) as its

method. It is opposed on the one hand to the dogmatism of groundless a priori

assumptions, and on the other hand to the scepticism of negation which finds

expression in the agnostic tendencies of to-day.

Monism Means a Unitary >Vorld-Conception
There may be different aspects and even contrasts, diverse views and oppo-

site standpoints, but there can never be contradiction in truth.

Monism is not a one-substance theory, be it materialistic or spiritualistic or

agnostic ; it means simply and solely consistency.

All truths form one consistent system, and any dualism of irreconcilable

statements indicates that there is a problem to be solved ; there must be fault

somewhere either in our reasoning or in our knowledge of facts. Science always

implies Monism, i. e., a unitary world conception.

Illustrated Catalogue and sample copies free.

'^he Open Cotxrt Ptiblishing; Co*
1322 Wabash Avenue, Chicago



A BOOK ON COMPARATIVE FOLK-LORE

BY

MONCURE D. CONWAY
SOLOMON and SOLOMONIC LITERATURE. By Moncure D. Conway

Pp. VIII, 243. Bound in red cloth. Price $1.50 (6s) . Portrays the entire evolution of

the Solomonic legend in the history of Judaism, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism
and Parseeism, and also in ancient and modern folk-lore, taking up for example the

legend of Solomon's ring, Solomon's seal, etc., etc.

In the development and spread of that vast body of universal folk-

lore known as the Solomonic legends, Mr. Conway believes that there are

two distinct streams of evolution; one issuing from the wisdom books of

the Bible, the other from law books. These two streams "are clearly

traceable in their collisions, their periods of parallelism, and their conver-

gence,—where, however, their respective inspirations continue dis-

tinguishable, like the waters of the Missouri and the Mississippi after they

flow between the same banks." He continues: "The present essays by
no means claim to have fully traced these lines of evolution, but aim at

their indication. The only critique to which it pretends is literary. The
studies and experiences of many years have left me without any bias con-

cerning the contents of the Bible, or any belief, ethical or religious, that

that can be affected by the fate of any scripture under the higher or other

criticism. But my interest in Biblical literature has increased with the

preception of its composite character ethnically. I believe that I have

made a few discoveries in it; and a volume adopted as an educational

textbook requires every ray of light which any man feels able to contri-

bute to its interpretation."

"A thoughful, interesting and scholarly study."—Pittsburgh Times.

"Full of curious lore,"—Manchester Guardian.

"Mr, Conway's book on Solomonic literature is precisely such a work as we should

expect from the author of 'Sacred Anthology.' The logic is everywhere blazed with the

poetry of Mr. Conway's nature. There are frequent passages of great eloquence.—Unity

The Open Court Publishing Co.

p. 0. DRAWER F. CHICAGO



The Religion of Science Library
The Cheapest Books in Science, Philosophy, and Psychology Now Publishing in

America. High Grade Paper. Large Print. Thread-sewed. These books are

not reprints of obsolete works, but reproductions op standard treatises in all
departments; Scientific and Philosophical ClassicB, etc. Postage extra— 15o.

books, 4c.; 25c. books, 6c.; 50c. books, 10c.

No.

1 The Religion of Science. By Paul Carus. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

2 Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought. By F. Max Mueller. 2.5c. Is. 6d.

3 Three Lectures on the Science of Language. By F. Max Mueller. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

4 The Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

5 The Psychology of Attention. By Th. Ribot. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

6 The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms. By Alfred Binet. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

7 The Nature of the State. By Paul Carus. 15 cents. 9d.

8 On Double Consciousness. By Alfred Binet. 15 cents. 9d.

9 Fundamental Problems. By Paul Carus. Pages, 373. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

10 The Diseases of the Will. By Th. Ribot. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

11 The Origin of Language, and The Logos Theory. By Ludwig Noire. 15 cents. 9d.

12 The Free Trade Struggle in England. By Gen. M. M. Trumbull. 25 cents. Is. 6dc

13 Wheelbarrow on the Labor Question. By Gen. M. M. Trumbull. 35 cents. 2s.

14 The Gospel of Buddha. By Paul Carus. 35 cents. 2s.

15 Primer of Philosophy. By Paul Carus. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

16 On Memory, and The Specific Energies of the Nervous System. By Prof. Ewald
Hering. 15 cents. 9d.

n The Redemption of the Brahman. A novel. By R. Garbe. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

18 An Examination of Weismannism. By G. J. Romanes. 35 cents.

19 On Germinal Selection. By August Weismann. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

20 Lovers Three Thousand Years Ago. By T. A. Goodwin. Out of Print.

21 Popular Scientific Lectures. By Ernst Mach. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

22 Ancient India: Its Language and Religions. By H. Oldenberg. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

23 The Prophets of Israel. By C. H. Cornill. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

24 Homilies of Science. By Paul Carus. 35 cents. 2s. (Out of print. For cloth edition, see p. 28)

25 Thoughts on Religion. By G. J. Romanes. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

26 Philosophy of Ancient India. By Richard Garbe. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

27 Martin Luther. By Gustav Freytag. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

28 English Secularisnn. By George Jacob Holyoake. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

29 On Orthogenesis. By Th. Eimer. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

30 Chinese Philosophy. By Paul Carus. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

31 The Lost Manuscript. By Gustav Freytag. 60 cents. 3s.

32 A Mechanico-Physiological Theory of Organic Evolution. By Carl von Naegeli. 15c. 9d.

33 Chinese Fiction. By the Rev. George T. Candlin. 15 cents. 9d.

34 Mathematical Essays and Recreations. By H. Schubert. 25 cents. Is 6d.

35 The Etiiical Problem. By Paul Carus. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

36 Buddhism and Its Christian Critics. By Paul Carus. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

37 Psychology for Beginners. By H. M. Stanley. 20 cents. Is.

38 Discourse on Method. By Rene Descartes. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

39 Tlie Dawn of a New Religious Era. By Paul Carus. 15 cents. 9d.

40 Kant and Spencer. By Paul Carus. 20 cents. Is.

41 The Soul of Man. By Paul Carus. 75 cents. 3s. 6d.

42 World's Congress Addresses. By C. C. Bonney. 15 cents. 9d.

43 The Gospel According to Darwin. By Woods Hutchinson. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

44 Whence and Whither. By Paul Carus. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

45 Enquiry Concerning the Human Understanding. By David Hume. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

46 Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals. By David Hume. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

47 The Psychology of Reasoning. By Alfred Binet. 25 cents. Is. 6d.

48 Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge. By George Berkeley.

25 cents. Is. 6d.

49 Three Dialogues Between Hylas and Philonous. By George Berkeley. 25 cents. Is 6d.

50 Public Worship: A Study in the Psychology of Religion. By John P. Hylan, 25c. Is. 6d.

51 Descartes' Meditations, with selections from the Principles. 35 cents. 2s.

52 Leibnlz'8 Metaphysics, Correspondence, Monadology. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

.53 Kant's Prolegomena. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

54 St. Anselm's Proslogiam, Monologlum, an Appendix in Behalf of the Fool, by
Gaunilon, and Cur Deus Homo. .50 cents. 2s. 6d.

55 The Canon of Reason and Virtue (Lao-Tze's Tao Teh King). Translated into English

from the Chinese by Dr. Paul Carus. Separate reprint from the translator's larger

work. Pp. 47. Paper, 25 cents. Is. 6d.

56 Ants and Some Other Insects. By Dr. August Forel. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.

57 The Metaphysical System of Hobbes. By Mary Whiton Calkins. 40 cents. 2s.

58 Locke's Essays Concerning Human Understanding. Books II and IV. (With omissions.;

By Mary Whiton Calkins. 50 cents. 2s. 6d.
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IMPORTANT PUBLICATION!

The Science of Mechanics
A Critical and Historical Account of Its Development

THE SCIENCE OF MECHANICS. A Critical and Historical Account

of Its Development. By Dr. Ernst Mach, Professor of the History

and Theory of Inductive Science in the University of Vienna. Trans-

lated by Thomas J. McCormack. Second Enlarged Edition. 259 Cuts.

Pages, XX, 605. Cloth, Gilt Top, Marginal Analyses. Exhaustive

Index. Price, ^2.00 net (9s. 6d. net).

Commeiits • the First Edition.

" Macb's Mechanics is unique. It is not a text-book, but forms a useful supplement to

the ordinary text-book. The latter is usually a skeleton outline, full of mathematical symbols

and other abstractions. Macb's book has ' muscle and clothing,' and being written from the

historical standpoint, introduces the leading contributors in succession, tells what they did

and how they did it, and often what manner of men they were. Thus it is that the pages

glow, as it were, with a certain humanism, quite delightful in a scientific book. . . . The
book is handsomely printed, and deserves a warm reception from all interested in the pro-

gress of science."

—

The Physical Reviexv, New York and London.

"Those who are curious to learn how the principles of mechanics have been evolved,

from what source they take their origin, and how far they can be deemed of positive and
permanent value, will find Dr. Macb's able treatise ©ntrancingly interesting. . . . The book

is a remarkable one in many respects, while the mixture of history with the latest scientific

principles and absolute mathematical deductions makes it exceedingly attractive."

—

Mechan-
ical IVorld, Manchester and London, England.

"The book as a whole is unique, and is a valuable addition to any library of science or

philosophy. . . . Reproductions of quaint old portraits and vignettes give piquancy to the

pages. The numerous marginal titles form a complete epitome of the work ; and there is

that invaluable adjunct, a good index. Altogether the publishers are to be congratulated

upon producing a technical work that is thoroughly attractive in its make-up."—Prof. D. W.
Hering, in Science.

" A masterly book. ... To any one who feels that he does not know as much as he ought

to about physics, we can commend it most heartily as a scholarly and able treatise . . . both

interesting and profitable."—A. M. Wellington, in Engineering Nezvs, New York.

'
' Sets forth the elements of its subject with a lucidity, clearness, and force unknown in

the mathematical text-books ... is admirably fitted to serve students as an introduction on

historical lines to the principles of mechanical science."

—

Canadian Mining and Mechan-
ical Review, Ottawa, Can.

"There can be but one opinion as to the value of Macb's work in this translation. No
instructor in physics should be without a copy of it."

—

Henry Crew, Professor of Physics in

the Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.
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Two New Books by Prof. Starr

Readings From Modern Mexican Authors
By Frederick Starr, of the University of Chicago. Pages 422, profusely

illustrated, cloth, price $1.25 net.

"The scheme of this book is unique and the rang© extansire. The author

enters every field of Mexican literary work, introducing us to writers on geographi-

cal, historical, biographical, literary, and dramatic subjects; in fact, covering the

whole field of literary life in Mexico. The excerpt* from the works of the various

author* discussed are such that the idea gaintd is exact and comprehensive."
—Public Opinion, New York.

"It is Mexico in life, thought and coloring."

—

Boston Herald.

"Perhaps nothing is more noticeable in these selections than the power of

vivid description and graphic, not to say sensational, narrative."—Chicago Evening Post.

"It is a volume that will introduce most American readors into a new and
interesting field."

—

Boston Courier.

"It is a strange fact that the mass of our people know less of our next door

neighbors than of almost any one of the European peoples and know next to nothing

of their men of letters."

—

Chicago Chronicle.

The Ainu Group at the St. Louis Exposition
By Frederick Starr of the University of Chicago. Pages iv-118, many

illustrations, boards. Price 75c net (Ss. 6d. net)

"The Ainu are the aboriginal population of Japan, standing to the Japanese as
our Indians do to us. They differ from the Japanese in physical type, in character

in language, in life profoundly. The "Hairy Ainu" as they are often called, ars

people of light skin, wavy hair, hairy bodies, heavy beards, horizontal eyes, Cauca-
sian features—in other words they are whites. Here we have an ancient white
race of Eastern Asia, losing ground and failing in life's struggle before a more ag-

gressive, active and vital yellow race. The thought is one of startling interest and
significance. The customs and life of this curious people, unlike anything else that is

generally known— their houses, dress, customs, bear feast, religious practices, are

all touched upon in Prof. Starr's book. While apparently a book of the moment, it

has permanent value and interest."

"Altho the book is neither large nor profound, anything is of interest concerning
the obscure family of the white race which has fallen a victim to the "Yellow
Peril."— r/i« Independent.

"For one thing he has the courage to impeach the reliability of A. Henry
Savage-Landor whose romancing is swallowed by so many Americans without even
the saving grain of salt. The book is profusely illustrated, text and pictures being in

strict accord, which does not always happen."

—

The Advance, Chicago.

"His experience in such work and his trained scientific powers make it of more
value than might be imagined from its small compass and the short time devoted to

gathering the material. He hazards no generalizations and confines himself almost
entirely to a record of actual observations."

—

Public Opinion, New York.

"A valuable contribution to the literature of comparative ethnology, well

illustrated from many photographs."

—

The Outlook.

"It is of inestimable value that the story has been so well told, and is so beauti>

fully illustrated."

—

Journal of Education

.
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